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4
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington-, November 05, 1916.,
Sin: Recent movements in college and university administration

have made advisable a longer and more comprehensive treatment of
this subject than could well be included in the4rief interpretive
survey of higher education prepared -for the first volume .of the
Annual Report of the COmmissioner of Education. I have there-
fore asked S. P. Capen, the bureau's specialist in higher education,
to prepare the account which is transmitted herewith for publica-'
tion as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education. The phases of the

`subject which it treats are of interest not only to admirii§trative
officers but also to college professors and students d education in
general and 01 the taxptiyers by whom many of these institutions
are supported.

Respectfully submitted.
P. P. CLARION,'

ComAleeioner.
Th'e SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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RECENT MOVEMENTS IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION.

INTRODUCTORY.
tYew literature.The field of higher education has until very

recently seldom been invaded by the edu:!ational ijivestigator. Effi-
cienc.x tests and statistical measurements have been applied with
increasing frequency to the work of the lower .schools, and a volu-
minous literature in which the results are recorded has already
grown up. The literature of higher education, however, is still pre-
ponderatingly of the naïvely philosophical order. The majority of
those who write about the college and university are apparently
committed to the method in vogue before the "Novum Organum"
burst through the thickets of scholasticism. There are many works
which tell us what the authors think a college ought to be many
which give the writer's interpretations of tire spiritual aspects of
college education: not a felt which,..based on dogmatic postulates,
discuss the values of various elements in the college curriculum.
The records of the actual facts conditioning, collegiate education
have thus far been disappointingly rare. Within the past months,
however. a -number of such intensive studies have appeared.

The resew of some of this new literature is essential to a 'review of
current Movements in the field of higher education, not only because
of Ahe impprtaat facts which it reveals, but because of the tendency
it represents. A few of the more important documents are therefore
discussed in some detail in the 'following pages.

% Entrance ri'quirenzents.-X double movement appears to be going
on with respect to entrance requirements. . Although a majority
of the institutions of the Northeast seem to be.dedicated to the propo-
sition that the chief emphasis in requirements for admission must be

. placed upon qualitative tests, there appears etwn in this section a
sudden, if not altogether unexpected, .reversion.to the type of rein-
tion with secondary schools that has prev-9gAl; in the West.litia
other pails of the country the movement for increased quantitative
requirements for admission goes f9rWard. .

Higher education ossorigtion8.--Perhaps few persons evin'among
. those engaged in educational- work' are aware oi the large number

of voluntary associations, national or sectional in their member
:ship; which deal wholly or in part with college and-nniVersity prob-

-,. .10ma. From time to time the establishment of new organizations .
. .. M091--47: ---2 7



8 ,RECENT MOVEMENTS IN UNIVERSITY ADNIINISTVATIO N.

has been rioted in the annutreports and bulletins Of the Commis-
sioner of Etlficstion. .kItliongli the foundation of lint tin suet' hotly.
is recorded 1114 year (the Society for the Promotion oft' Training for
Puhlir Serviee), meet ings of tin'. following orga nizat ions hate been
held at which topics of importance t( I 1011 \ ett. :

.Ssociiition Colle;:jah
.\invric:111 of [id vrsjo-
A..s,wjai;ori of .1111cricati mid \j.1.implit
.\,:ocintil,n of .tuvrican ColltL:s.
,\,sociution of Alojlo
Assockition of llosiopss i)Iliroirs Ilft ;HA of

Alliffile IYst.
Association of coiltr.tes 1 Preparatou st.littok the 1li11.11 St;sts :111(1

Mitrylsind.
.:,04(whilion of C1111..:ps 3111d Sevtildny.;111,1olk .f
Ass4hitiot
Lund (.;rant Elaziavering

Ex:mon:wan
Natimiat .\!sochilion of SInto rifiver.;iti,s iii the riljtvq1 St u/ s 1
Nutionol .,tifvrcti, i.1111111111.e on St;iplank of 'to114.gvs :sod Scvoirdliry

Ni'v Em:Inotl Associ:ition of colleges anti secondary stItoots.
Niv England ...111.V.V Elli rallee l'ertltlente It. lord,
N(1111 1'41 A,Vehlt or 0,111.',;(,4 11111i S14.1.1111:11'y S1111018. v
St)114.1Y f.ir ilit of Trainitigre
Soritly of Eliginovrinv. Ethwittion.

uf..the significancy ver various which
in some cases led to action. relating to questions of classification and
standardization. These questions were taken III) especially by the
National Conference ('ontinittee on Standards: the Association of
Colleges foul Secondary Schools of the Southern States, the :1sso-
eiation (It .kgricultural Colleges :dill Xxperinient Stalbms, the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary .Schools, and ,the
Assoeiationof .1.11terican Colleges. At the meeting of the last-named
association 41,Vel'y grata rlrrtltlr report entitled " Tint Efficient (.'ollege-
was presented. The report Cleriby:s (1) a hyPothetical iottitution
called '!1'lly Niiiihnuni ('ollege"; 1:.1) her imikginafiy organization
trlifc11 is theoretically efficient, und, for porposes of comparison,.()
the actual .Atitus of five existing institotioi

A(04h-llay iyer.dont.'lleqUest ion of actitleini" ff.tedont rernnius
one of the vital issues in tmiversit and college education.. Its're-,
ihoter implications involve the whole question of institutional cowe
trot and touch upon the. obsenre relationships of iiwtitutions,, and
large aceumUlations of properly. The final adjustment of the_ issues
does not appear to bii7insiglit.. As has already been reported, the
question, has been the igibitqtAf several investigations .hy the Alfieri-
Ton Association of University. ProfessOrs. Four new reports by
committees of this body during the post academic year constitute
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.valuable additions to the discussion of the subject. They are sum-
marized on pages :)2-60 of this bulletin.

'UNIVERSITY SUREYS.'

I:nitersiiV surveys have undoubtedly occupied the forefront of
:mention in the field of higher education during the lust few months.
Viewed in its reloce.on to the-evolution of AniCrican higher education .

us a whole. the university survey is chielly noteworthy as symptom-
is of it definhe stage.of developmAt. Reference has already several

times heen made in the annual reliort, of the Commissioner of Edn-
.eation to the falt that the era of mushroomlike expansion is past.
Jhe passion_for mere bignessr has cooled. ".Ttistificalon by num-
hers is no longer the corner stone of the faith. of insfitutional offi-
cials..Even vast invest mentsln.huildings and appliances have ceased
to assore president,, and gov.erning boards of the unimpeachable
educational success of n. collegiate enterprise. In other words, in this
held, as elsewhere, the Nation is mining to :Mom qualitative rather
than quantitative criteria plexcellenee. -711e direction of higher edii .
ration is passing- from the hands of the ivmotet: into those of t
adniini. trawl.. The survey. which at its best is a critical. no -
Inutisan, expertexaMination of financial facts and reconbi, edca-
tional policies, andithe social and economic s9tting cd an institution,
signalizes this transfer of leadership:

It may .1a. -worth while to call attention to the way in which the
modern university administrator views his task. This has been
.mite strikingly revealed by the sevoral surveys already minle.) The
.new type of university executive sees that institutional policies can.
he ultimately successful only ip so far as they square with such
unyielding contingencies as -the population and wealth of the dis-'

. trio which the university serves and-the social demand for various
types! of training. The president and, his associ-:ttes afe therefore
under obligation to know the factsthe facts 'Amu their own
tution, facts ahrintyits baiiwielt, the facts abont other institu...
titan: ho.ving purposi's nail comparable support. POlicies
and adnainistrative procedure must rise from this foundation. Uni-
Acrsity administration thus takes on something of the nature of a
scientific problem It appears td be most successfully practiced by
men of scientific training and habit7of mind. The tAai purpose of
a university survey is to make sure that. ns far as possible, nocrin-
tributory factor in the administrative problem has been oVeroo. ke,c1 .

misinterpreted.
should be noted that a largeOlumberof present -day university

.atinfinistrators, inspired by the example of the business world and
spurred Jty'the tiynetrat ing inqUirieS of trustees and legislatOrs, have
for sometime beetikasSembling and codifying all available statistical
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data bearing on nstitutional management. Many institutions have,
indeed, subjected thstuselves to a process that has been characterized
by the offensive and 1 ybrid term "auto survey." In principle.
therefore, the university survey't of the past two or three years 00
not represent. a new phenomenon. The novel leaturd'is the substitu-
tion of outside experts for the officials of the university itself. It is
believed that by this means a degree of objeutivity comporting more
closely with the scientific purpose and method has thus far been
secured. Naturally, also, as the result of .the earnest study of many
individuals, some new lines of inquiry have been discovered.

...
What the final effect of any particular survey will be on the growth

and standing of the institution or institutions examined it is still
too' early to determine. University surveyors, whether domestic or
imported, are dealing with areas as yet tinsubjeted to scientific
measurement. They are unprovided with approved instruments of
precision. They may quite naturally fail for a time to define with

'accuracy the peculiarities and limits of the field of university admin-
istration. A period of experimentation is, indeed. 'to be expected.
Nevertheless, certain standard tests and processes of investigation
seem to be emerging frotn thanumerous studies pf institutional man-
agement which .promise to be permanently helpful to university ad-

tministra rs. Some of these are noted in the following paragraphs.
University surveys have thus far, for the most part, dealt with

state institutions. It is worth while in this connection to emphasize
again one'aber aspect of the survey movement which was noted in
the report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1915.
State legislatures are responsible for two of the comprehensive sur-
veys of higher institutions undertaken during the past year, Several
others projected for the near future have likewise been ordered by
State Lawmaking bodies. In each case the supposition is that legis-
lation (or boIrd action) relating to the support, the fuoctions, and
the control of the institutions concerned is to be based on the findings
of survey commissions. The fact dual legislatures are becoming
convinced gnat careful, impartial investigation should precede( legis-
'wive action affecting higher education constitutes. an auspicious
omen for State-supported institutions. It signifies the gratifying,
if tardy, recognition of the sphere of the educational expert in the
determination of university policies and in the appraisal of the
techni phases of university management. It points to the final
release' of State institutions from the ancient danger o/ undue
political interferente.

The most important educational surveys undertaken during the.
past academic year arelbose which have been made under the direc-
tion of the Bureau of Edurtiodit in which the bureau has pirtici-
pated. These have involved the ta'te higher institutions of Iowa,
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the State higher institutions of North Dakota, the University of Ore-
gon, and the State higher institutions of Washington. A brief ac-
count of the survey of the University of Oregon was included in the
commissioner's report for 1915.

SURVEY OF STATE-SUPPORTED HIGHER INSTITUTIONS OF IOWA.

In May, 1915, the Iowa State Board of Education requested theCommissioner of Education to undertake the direction of a survey
of the higher institutions of the State' and to employ such assistantsas he deemed necessary. The board's main purpose ps to secure
from the survey assistance in the preparation of the<ext budget forthe three collegiate institutions under its control. It specificallystated that it had no desire to reopen the coordination question (re-ferred to in the reports of the Commissioner of Education for 1912,Vol. I, p. 90, and 1915, Vol. I, p. 145), whit Thad aroused such intensefeelings among the partisans of the institutions. Nevertheless, itwished advice as to whether or not extensive duplications of courses,
:.chools, and equipment might be reduced wittaut complete reorgani-zation. It presented-to the commissioner a bill 'of particulars asking
that inquiry be made into a number of matters, of which the follow-
;ng were perhapS the most important:

Duplication in courses in education and psychology between the State uni-versity and the college of agriculture and mechanic arts.
The extent to which liberal arts courses are offered at the college of agricul-ture and mechanic 'arts.
The status of graduate work at each of the three institutions.
The feasibility of consolidating extension work.
The adequacy of the educational plants and the economy exercisel in theiruse.

The Commissikner of Education appointed. to conduct the survey,
a commission composed of the following persons:

Dr. James R. Angell, dean of the faculties of arts. literature, and scienceof the University of Chicago.
Dr. Kendric C. Babcock, dean of the college of arts and sciences of theUn IvPrsity of Illinois.
Dr. Liberty II. Bailey, formerly director of the New York State Collegeof Agriculture.
Mrs. Henrietta W. Calvin, specialist in borne economics, Bureau of Edit-eat ion.

Dr. Hollis- Godfrey, president of Drexel Institute. Philadelphia (consultingmember).
Dr. Raymond M. Hughes, president of Miami University.
Dr. Samuel P. Oven. specialist In higher education. 14prenu of Education(chairman).

After the .commission had completed its investigations- on the
ground and was ready to prepare its report, it met with the State

I Exception being made of the School for the Blind at Vinton.
le. f
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board of-education and urged that it be allowed to exceed the limits
laid down for it. It declared that other issues fundamental to
the situation had constantly obtruded themselves upon its attention
and must be taken into account if its report were to have any value.
The board finally agreed that the commission should be free to
treat any. parts of the educational situation in Iowa that might in
its judgment be necessary.

The completed report -was placed in- the hands of the board of
education on February 15, 191ti, 'and has slee been published as'a
bulletin of the Bureau of Education. It contains an introduction,
17 chapters, and an appendix. The following are the chapter head-
ings: '

1. Higher education III Iowa.
2. A ,tudy qf the expenditures of the Iowa. State institutions.
3. Duplication mid the primiple of major lines.
4. Graduate work.
5. Liberal ai4 at the State college.
6. Extension work.
7. Dimin4ition of work in education and psychology.
8. Home ecimomies.
9. Sullcollegiate work.
10. Courses in Journalism.

..,11. Courses In commerce. ....
12. Work and remuneration of the teaching staffs.
13. Utilization of buildings.
14. Building. costs.
15. Physical eduratilm of women.
16. Observations on State and institutional administration.
17. A suminary of recommendations.

Certain general discussions and some of the..devices employed in
recording significant facts are important enough to be briefly sum-
Iflarized here.

..
The report declares in the introduction that, in accordance with its

understanding with the board, the commission feels authorized to
venture upon a general consideration of the question of duplication.
It believes it could -not consistently make recommendations regarding
the,prevention of duplication in certitin specified lines without taking
into account, at the same time, thewhole extensive area of duplica-
tion. It tries to show- that alMost all cases of duplication are
symptoths of the same organic defect and that these symptoms can
-not he permanently remedied by a series of small palliative measures,
but only by *action clesigned to remedy the defect itself. It proposes
a general pri4iple which. it believes, if applied, will achieve the
&Sired result. at ..

The principle referred to is defined and illustrated in the 'third
chapter of the bulletin and gives. rise to the first of the 52 rem:an-

iinvadations presented i t the course.of the report. This recommends-
dart. and a' portion of t le argument used in its support are: .,
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THE ADOPTION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF MAJOR AND SERVICE LINES OF WORK AT
THE THREE STATE INSTITUTIONS.

The primary difficulty. so fur as the three higher institutions are concerned.
lies in the lack of clear definitions of scope, particularly as between two of
them. At one time it was thought to be the wisest policy in many
States to separate the land-grant college and the university, because their
fields of work were supposed to be Incompatible. At present, when all Insti-
tutions of higher learning are so rapidly expanding. there is Widespread feeling
that the land-grant college is best united with the university or Incorporated
into It. When we have learned how to develop a harluoniotts State prlwedure,
however, we may find certain very marked advantages in the separation. Atall events. it is the responsibility of the State in such cases to make-n coherent
phut to prevent conflict. This is now the major problem in educational admin-
istration in the United States, but it ought not to be difficult of solution if the
adherents of the different institutions once accept certain fundamental princi-
ples. The conflicts between the different kinds of institutions result, in large
part, from an attitude of mind. Mere duplication of courses of study may notbe any more disadvantageous or more to be deplored between two institutions
Gum between the parts of one institution which is the size of the two. 'In dealing witli the problems of duplication as matiffe:41 in the practi ofthe lows state institutions. the Co onmission has been guided by what ma
described as the principle of " major and service lines" of work. In accorda\rill' this principle,'each State institution should have assigned to it certain. major fields which It may he expected to develop to their fullest extent.Agriculture at the'Stnte College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is such amajor line. -Latin, German, French, political science, psychology at the- Iowa
State University are such major lines. Service lines are -such subordinate
subjects as are essential to the proper cultivation of a major line. The amountrequired is generally not large. English is such a service line for engineeringand agriculture at the State College. Institutions may well overlap as .regardsthe relation of their service lines to one antither, and more particularly asregards the relation of their major to their service lines.- English is a majorline at the State University and a service line at the State College, but there
should lie no material overlapping of major lines.

As between the State University and the State College this division would .reserve, at present, to the institution at Ames agriculture, home economies,
veterinary medicine, and certain departments of engineering to be later deter-mined. It would make-all other subjects nt Aines seri-lee subjects, in no case'to be. developed beyond the point at which the needs of the major subjects aresupplied. Consequently, a moderate amount of elementary collegiate workmight be given at the State College in the languages, the humanities, andcertain of the-Aciences; but they would, presumably-, never go beyond theserudimentary stages. At the State University' agrIctilture and certain fields'.of engineering, if cultivated nt all. would, In the same way, have a placeonly as service subjects, contributory to the major lines allotted to that insti-tution. Certain subjects do not fall readily into line on such a principle of
division; but. these cases of overlapping; the commission believes, may leamicably settled by a conference of representatives of the faculties and n 'coramittee of the State board.

Once; this prInciple'of major and service lines is adopted, the whole situation
clears up,- not only as regards Intramural work, but olio as regurds extension
work. An institution would be permitted to do -extension work only in amajor line. I
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The drastic application of the principle leads into that most dan-
gerous of all disputed areas in State-supported highir education
the adjustment and redistribution of the work in engineering at the
State university and the land-grant college. The report attacks this
question in the third recommendation. The recommendation and a
portion of the supporting argument are as follows:

THE READJUSTMENT OF WORK IN ENGINEERING AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY AND
THE STATE COLLEGE ACCORDING TO ONE OF THREE METHODS.

We are not able to convince ourselves that there can be any justification for
sweeping duplication in the range of advanced professional work. It would
certainly strike every unbiased observer as absurd to urge that there should be
two medical schools conducted by the State at different points. It would
ileem equally absurd to conduct two law schools. The commission
is also of the opinion that the continuance of two schools of engineering as at
present organized is uneconomical and indefensible, especially in so far us it
concerns the development of upper-class and graduate work. At least three
methods of readjustment are possible:

1. The horizontal, by which one school would become a strictly graduate
institution and the other school an undergraduate institution. In
the judgment of the commission this method Is not at present applicable to the
Iowa situation. Unless the principle were applied drastically, so as to require
a bachelor's degree. for entrance to the more advanced classes, the diPlculties
of. the present academic situation would not be materially lessened; and the
possible overlapping in the field of extension work would require altogether
separate consideration and treatment.

2. The union of the two schools in one place, under highly expert direction.
The commission is unanimouSly convinced that this is the method by which
engineering work under State support in Iowa could best he maintained and
developed. No other method will so certainly insure the permanent elimina-
tion of le causes of friction, irritation. unwholesome competition. and wasteful
dupli ion of high-class men and equipment for advanced work. It is scarcely
co ivable that the State, if it did not now have two schools of engineering.
w uld consider the establishment ofmore thanone.

S. If this second method is judged impracticable of application, considering
the present condition of institutional and popular sentiment in Iowa, the com-
mission recommends that a definite vertical (or topical) division of engineering
should be carefully worked out by the board of education in conference with
a small group of expert engineers, who should be wholly unconnected with
either Institution, and each of whom should be a member of one or another
of the four American- societies of civil, electrical, mechanical, and minim
engineering.

Still another recommendation affecting the distribution of the
functions of the State institotions is that the last two years of the
liberal arts courses at the Iowa State Teachers' College be discon-
tinued. On this point the commission says:

The commission is disposed to urge the wisdem of this proposal on several
grounds. In the first place, it seems reasonably clear that the institutions at
Ames and Iowa City are at present abundantly able to care for all students who
may be expected to seek thp bachelor's degree in a State institution in Iowa.

In the second place, the commission feels certain that at present the
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atmosphere of the institution at Cedar Falls is not unegidrocally collegiate, and
that the students who now receive training there for the bachelor's degree arelikely to miss certain valuable elements in such training. In the
third place. the amount of work now offered as of third and fourth year college
grade is relatively small and may be regarded as only barely sufficient to round
out the senior college curriculum. Under these circumstances, the
commission feels dint the expenditure of money and energy represented in
keeping up the last two years of collegiate work at Cedar Falls is probably" not
to be justified on Its merits.

In place of this, however, it suggests that the regular normal
courses for the training of elementary teachers be extended from two
to three years above high-school graduation, but that no..degrees be
awarded for completion of these courses. The commission indorses
such a procedure on the ground that teachers in elementary schools
need a broader culture*and more thoroughgoing scholarship than can
be secured in the two years ordinarily devoted to professional prepara-
tion. The report also calls attention to the fact that the Iowa State
Teachers' view of the physical limitations of its facilitiesfor practi teaching, can not train all the teachers, needed in the
element schools of the State. It reeeimmends, therefore, the estab-
lishm t of additional normal schools.

will be observed that the report of the commission recommends
reorganizations which are strikingly similar to those contemplated
in the order of the State board of education issued in 1912, but after-
wards rescinded in response to legislative action and public protest.
The report makes clear that the commission approached the study of
the situation without preconceptions and with no intention of pro-
posing radical changes in the functions of the institutions. It was .

led to its'conclusions by the force of the. facts.
At the end of the report the commission takes up certain mattersrelating to the general administration of higher and secondary edu-

cation in the State Which are probably of more than local interest.
It will be remembered that the Iowa Legislature, in 1909, abolishedthe separate governing boards of the State higher institutions andcreated in their place a single board of education, composed. of nine
membees. This board is assisted and advised by a paid finance com-
mittee, which devotes its whole time to the work assigned it. The
finance committee is elected by the board from outside the member-

. ship of the board. The board also maintains a high-school inspector,
charged with the'cluty of examining and accrediting high schools forthe higher institutions. By a later enactment the legislature reor-ganized the State education department. The .State superintendent
of public, instruction, appointed by the governor, is given generalcontrol of the public elementary and high schools of the State. Hisides is also authorized to appoint high-school inspectors to assistin enforcing such stand*rds as he may establish.

04091*-17-8
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While admitting that discussion of matters relating to this office are
entirely outside Of its legitimate province, the commission neverthe-
less recommends the readjustment of the official relationships between
the office of superintendent of public instruction and the State board
of education. The following comments and proposals present the
substance of the discussion:

The legislation that has made the. office of the State superintendent inde-
pendent of the State board of education, together with the legislative action
granting subsidies to certain high schools which comply with requirements ad-
ministered through the office of the State superintendent of public instruction
has made possible a disparity between the criteria of standardization as rtpre-
senteil in the recommendations and requirements of the superintendent of public
instruction, on the one hand, and the requirements of the institutions of higher
learning on the other, especially as the latter are administered through the State
board's high-school inspector and his assistants. The commission Is of the
opinion that it is unwise to have perpetuated a situation which con-
tains a constant menace of friction, tending to stimulate controversial relations
among the educational institutions of the State or among the official representa-
tives of the different divisions of its educational system. Several remedies
suggest themselves.

In a number of States, the State superintendent of public instruction is ex
officio a member of the governing board of the State University. " It
appears evhlent to us that the association of the office of the superintendent with
the board in the direct management and control of the higher institutions would
at once bring about an understanding by each agency of the plans and purposes
of the other, and would do away with any further riossffillity of conflict in the
determination of high-school standards. a matter In which both are vitally con-
cerned. .

A still more radical alteration of the State's 'administrative mach ery. but
one which seems to the commission much more likely to result in e smooth
operation of all its parts, would he the extension of the jurisdi thin of the
board of education, to include the public elementary and high schools. and the
provision for the appointment of the superintendent of .public instruction by the
board.

A final recommendation involving a question of general policy is
that the presidents of the State higher institutions be included ex
.officio in the membership of the State board of education without
power to vote. Commenting on this recommendation, the report
says:. . .

.

The commission finds it difficult to have that the exclusion from 'the sit-
. tings of the board of education of the presidents of the Sthte institutions of
higher education. (save on receipt of special invitation) can commend itself
pernumently as a wise policy. . We are unanimously of the opinion that the
present procedure subjects the presidents of these institutions to conditions
which are incompatible with the dignity of their office and likely to prove
provocative of serious misconceptions in the State. We question most
seriously both the propriety and7the ultimate efficiency of a system which gives
theta no official representation before the board, but leaves it entirely to the
Initiative of the board to call them in when it sees fit. Such a procedure in-
evitably puts the administratiVe head of an institution iu the position of a
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suppliant for favors instead of in the position of an authorized expert present-.
ing to the responsible authorities the interests of the institution immediatelyin his chnrge..

Moreover. under present conditions It is difficult for the executives to viewtheir problems as concerned solely with the best service of the State ratherthan with the upbuilding of a particular institution. If they were regularmembers of your body, even though enjoying no vote, their outlook on thesituation as a whole would necessarily be at°'once enlarged and altered andyou would unquestionably enjoy their loyal cooperation in meeting yourproblems.

The portions of the report thus far summarized, involving gen-
eral administrative matters and broader question of State policy,will no doubt be more widely read and discussed by students of edu-cation than any others. University administrators, however, are
likely to be quite as much interested in several devices for presenting
educational and financial data bearing upon efficiency of manage-
ment of the institution.

The report presents the expenditures of the three institutions- ar-
ranged in accordance with the following diagram, a form originally
used by the administration of Miami University:

Educational
expenditures,

$000,000

Total
expenditures,

$0,000,000

Extension
nd service,
$0000

Constr iction
and land
$00,000

Educational
equipment, and

supplies,
$00.000

Operating
expenditures,

$000,000

Instruction,
$000.000

Instruction,
college year,

$000,000

Instruction,
Bummer term,

$00,000

General
operating.
expenses,

$00,000

Special and
rotating funds,

$00,000 I
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Three of these categories need explat at ion. Special and rotating
junde-include expenditures from prize funds, boarding and rooming
departments, and special funds available only for indicated pur-
poses apart from instruction. The category operating expenditures
.includes all expenses for the annual maintenance of the institution
aside from dormitories and boarding. departments. The subdivision

'fivneral operating expemes comprises what might be classed as the
oveithead expenses of the institution, the salaries 'of administrative
officers, janitvi:., etc., and the general expenses of administration.

14). calculating the average annual cost per student the report
makes use not of the catalogue enrollment, but of the average at-
tendance. The catalogue enrollment generally includes every per -
soli who has attended the institution for any part of the year 'of 1.2
months. The average attendance is the average of the largest
attendance in each of the two semesters. This figure. which is as a
rule aboirt a third smaller than the catalogue enrollment. really
represents the maximum pressure on the plant and' the teaching
staff at any one time. To obtain the average ammal cost per stu-
dent, the expenses included tinder the head of opciwting expendi-
ures (minus the cost of instruction for the summer session) are
dividtigl by the average attendance. The commission found that the
avctrage annual cost per student far the last two academic years at the
State University wa:: $.27.1.75. at the State College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts $271)..")0. and at the State Teachers' Colle!re :;3169,

Another interesting and novel arrangement of institutional ex-
penditures and, their proper .apprrtionment atnong the students in

ilkhafttlance appears in the a ptet. on building costs. The following
table gives the gist of this .. td:

ITll; C .T 7T137 AZrleco of feel I Coq per i i ei:Iintik! into. lbw foot of : student.: !our per wilt of
I surface: , floor. I . 1 student. students.

sTATI: tmtvrEAT! F IOWA I.

1 ' .
Anticlines tisol in common i 11380.125 121,028 $3.07 $1 16 47.7 .Buildings used fur classes and laboratories. 1,112,512 4:ii,3:4 I 3.00 552 lisl. 0 I. .

Total.. 1, Sa2, 954 015,370 I 3. tat I 728 267. 7
Students in 1915-16. 2. oml

Items of comparisrai.

towsSTATE

i

COLLEGE. I

411,6102 131 23 I 3 99Buliclings used in rommon
1117 50.5,a ,

Buildings used, for cla.5se.s and laboratorles.,1; 518,1151 A13,157 i 11.02 "503 197.5
ITotal. ... 1,984,1117 011, 1F0 702 218.0

Atdeent 9 In 1912-10 .

2,000Form buildings I 45,700 57,390 3.118 17 20. 7 1a
IOWA STATE TEACEERS COLLEGE.

Buildings used In common 35. 8,000 150,712 2.58 222 86.0Buildings used for ela saxand loboratorie4 498,000 272,714 1.52' 281 150.0
Total.. 848,000 423,420 .2.10 F 500 242.0 .

Students In 1915-10 r 1, 710
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This table shows that an average of :243 square feet of floor space
per student is provided. The average cost per square foot of floor
space of six built ngs recently erected was $.12.96. This amounts to
$7:!0 pe' student. Including furniture and equipment, the cost per
student is probably $750 to $800. When the plant is full to satura-
tion, therefore, every increase of 100 in the average attendance
entails the provision of from $75.000 to $80.000 worth of new build-ings Adding the cost of instruciiim and mq(intenance per student
(exhibited above). it appears that an increase of 100 in the average
attendance necessitates an initial expense to the State of about
$100.000.

Bearing on the question of the utilization of the plant for teach-
ing purposes, the report contributes a technical ,chapter containing
the results of a careful engineering- study of a group of typical
buildings at each institution. The Method of this study should
prove valuable, not only for Iowa institutions, but for universities
and colleges in general. The available building space is first divided
into instructional space (defined as space used for the primaryfunction of the institutionteachingand distinguished by thepresCnce of a student or a group of students for the purpose of in-
struction), and accessory space. (definedas space not used specifically
for teaching purposes but to a large degree essential to the plant
because of the physical features of building construction and the
needs of the adminiAtrative functions). Although waste or efficient
use may equally well occur in instructional or in accessory space,
atteNt is Made to study merely instructional space and its relation
to the whole plant. Instructional space is further divided into sched-nled and unscheduled space. Scheduled space is that for whichthe commission received -a statement of definite student capacities
and definite hours of actual use for teaching purposes. For un-
scheduled space such information was not furnished. It appearsthat at the State University 39.75 per cent of the total buildingspace is instructional space, and at the State College 44.15 percent is instructional space, and at the State Teachers' College 44.8711 per cent is instructional space. The scheduled space is then .an-alyzed to show the occupancy and time ratios, i. e., the propor-tion of time out of a working week of 44 hours that etch 'room..
available for teaching is occupied to its full, capacity. These ratios
are first determined for each scheduled classroom or laboratory,
them' for the scheduled instructional space of each building, andfinally in 9ze same manner for the whole plant. The per cent of..
plant: utilization results when the combined occupancy and time
ratios.. are multiplied by the per cent of scheduled iEstructionalspace. According to this calculation, tbe. State university showed
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an average plant use for teaching purposes; of.. 1.S per cent. the
State Teachers' College of 23.9 per cent, and the State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts of :NJ per cent.. The report takes
pains to caution (fie reader against an interpretation of these figures
too unfavorable to the efficiency of the management of the institu-
tions. The peceNages seem low, but it is pointed out that 100 per.
cent utilization is absolutely iinpossible. Aforeover, there is as yet no
norm of possible use. iiiNo similar sturlies have been made. ex-.
cept of one city institilt ion (Drexel Institute). where 'conditions
favo9 an extremely high per cent of utitization. That study and
the present One, however. indicate that 10 per cent of utilization
would be very high indeed, and that ;1 per cent %you'd represent
rarely successful utilization for a State milye, sity. The conclusion
drawn from the results shown by the three institutions here studied
is that :mane econbniies in the use of buildings can be secured with-
out noticeable hardship either to the students or professors, by care-
ful Fostering of available-classrooms and by preventing deplitr'tinent
heads from preempting vahnible space for fancied departmental
needs or for exhibition purposes. 'The relatively high per cent of
utilization at the State College is chiefly due to the care there exec-
cised in these matters.

The chapter devoted tai the INork-id remuneration of the in..
stuctional staffs of the three institution, proposes certain standards
and makes use of at least one new unit of nieasuement. Three
standards relate to the size of classes. They are:

of) to mome .at a professor may mirrot effectively as many as Can cunt -1t
fortahl sot' awl 'hi ar

i in recitation or quiz, :to Ina auction Is probably the )urges l number
Call be erfeeliVelY handled. hat the desirable MaX111111111 Wntliti ironi2o to 25.

c) 10141111(41*y Wall: it Is commonly agreed that one Instructor
provided for every 15 or Bt studvm.

The new flnit is the "student clock hou,7 which is defined thus:
'" One student 11 Ilder instruction in lecture, quiz, or laboratory for at
leapt all minutes net, represents one stiident clock hour." This unit,
it will be observed, differs from the "student hour" used in some
other sttidies. (see Report of the Commissioner of Education for the
year 1911, Ch. VII. VOL i, p. 171) in that laboratory hours are not
discounted.. For example, a student in chemistry, one hour in lecture,
omit hour in !wiz, and four hours in laboratory insa week would he
counted areceiving six-student clock hours of inutruetion.

Using this unit the report then. proceeds to set lip standard teach-
ing loads for the instructors in different types of institutions. 'While
admitting that a &finite number of student chick hours can not be
Axed for the individual instructor, it is declared that reasonable de-

4
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patmental averages may justly be established. Departments ih 'uni-
versities where re.-earh work is encouraged and expected may fairly
carry 2.to student clock 14ours per instructor per week. In distinctly
undergraduate colleges a dopartmentaL average of 300 student clock
hours per instructor per week may lie regarded as a reasonidde norm.
TIi.:1;oniniission believes that the number of student clock hours car-
Fin furnishes a more equitable measure of the teaching burden titan
does the windier of "credit hours or semester. hours. Which are
the units commonly used in estimating the amount of all instructor'Swf

The report also proposes one other standard. namely, the minimum
a \Trap, salary for a department in institutions of collegiate grade.

it 'is affirmed. should lie at least Ii42.000 a year. That there is a
close correlation beteen the careful and even distribution of teach-
nig loads among members of the staff and the salaries paid is pointed
out in the following paragraph

If the. eurriodam dematals that emit student shall be under Instruction onIlse awn' ge for 20 hours a week in lecture. laboratory. and reitation, thenfor every 1,000 students 20,000. student clock hours of 44struction must beprovided; by Ile admInistrution.. If instruelors carry an average of 31$) stu-dent dock hours each, 07 instrnetors will he required. It Is also clear that,with a 'Neil sum fur Institutional maintenance, the best Atlaries Can not .be.paid unless the aver:Igo load of strident eliiek hours closely approvhes the
desirable maximum. lour iktiviet% If an institution providing 20.000 studentclock hours of instruction has $134.00it to spend on teachers' salaries and etn-IdgiyS Si 11001'S instead of 07. the average load of student clock hours ivlllhe edlICIAL but SO. will Me average salary.

'rabidity views of the departmental loads of student clock hoursat atthe three institutions during the last academic year show institu
tional averages at the State University of 252, at the State College'of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts of :1124. and at the State Teachers'College of 316. At the State University the distribution of the load
among the different departments is fairly even: at the other two in-
stitutions there are large inequalities.

The commission was "requested by the State board of education to
recommend possible avenuesnf -expansion for the State institutions.
As the report is silent on this point, however, the implication icethat the commission judged the higher educational needs of theState to have been already largely met byexisting provisions. With.
regard.to the possible establishment of a school of commerce-at the
university, concerning which question was raised in --the board'sinstructions, the report recommends; in view of the econmic .and
social conditions of the State, the moderat6 expansion and betttrcorrelation of the eourses at present offered in- various departments
Of the university rather than the creation of a separate school.
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SURVEY OF THE STATE HIGHER INSTITUTIONS OF WASHINGTON.

Mention nas made in 11w last annual report of the creation by th4r
Washington LegiAiliire. in 19.15. 41f a commission composed of six..
members (lithe legislature. charged with the iltity of making a com-
prehensive survey of the Mate 1116 Vl'saly, the State college. and the
throe state normal schools. ;Ind -uch general survey of the puldie-
sclmol ssteM as might Inc necessary. The commission N.ii, given

/authority to employ experts. It requested the assistance of
w

t,ITit.s.

Commissioner of Education:. who appointed the following persons
as a connittee to 11111'sligatt. the institutions and to report their
findings to the commission:' iititui..1 P. ('lipen, specialist in higher
education. Bureau of Education telt:161mm); Alexander Inglis, as-
si,tatit professor of education. Harvard Univi.1rsity: iunl I larold W.
Foght, specialist in rural school practice, Ilurill (if Education. In
the latter stages of its work in the State this .committee was assisted
by the Commissioner of Education in person. The conuniftee pre-
sented its report to the Washington Commission of Educational
Survey on April 15. 1916. On April 30 the commission reported to
the governor of the State. recommending that certain legislation
bearing on the control. the support. am he functions of piddie edu-
cational institutions he passed by the i 'xt legislature, and submitting

iii,,t

by way of evidence the report of the 1wreads committee. Ibilletin
\o. '26, 1916. Bureau of Education, contains both. thicuments. The
report of the commission followed, in goe main, the larrean's remit-
men(lations. In 't few instances it recorded a different opinion.
Limitations of space Prevent the detailed discussion of these reports.
In the following paragraphs an outline of the contents of the report
of.tha bureau's committee is given. A few of the more important
recommendations are noted. and mention is made of the principal

.divergencies between the two reports.
The bureau's report consists of three sections'. Section 4 deals

with higher educrition in Washington viewed as a whole, then dis-
cusses the financial and educational management and interrelations
of the State University and the State College, And finally presents
recommendations bearing on the proper functions of each and the
measure of support required by each. Section II deals with the
public schools in general, with special reference to their support,
the system of administration, the,supply and preparation of teachers,
and the -ceftilication, of teachers. Section III treats of the State
normal- schoolS, taking up particularly the.;prithary function of the
normal school, the contribution of the NYtiskilkten State normal-
schools to the teaching' body of,, the State,-4the equipment of each-Ti
normal school, and recommending

. certain steps which normal
achoOls should take to raise the standards of the teaching profession.., '.
The feport contains 41 recompendations.
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The question of the legal authority of the State University and
the State College to offer certain duplicating courses has 'often been
raised. ...The bureau's committee' finds that neither institution has
exceeded the limits prescribed for it or allowed it by the legislature c
of the State. Wherever either has offered courses alrecdy given by
the other, there has`been sanction for such duplication in the laws
and statutes larder which the institutions orrate ; but the committee
emphasizes the fact that above mere legal istification lie the inter-
ests of the State.

.

Any Proposals looking toward redefinitions of the spheres of the
' two collegiate institutions in Washington must be made in the litht,
of several unusual factors, to wit: (1) The vast natural resources of
the State, the development of which will demand unusually large num-

'hers of persons scientifically trained in agriculture and engineering
and will depend upon the continued progress of scieniific knowledge
in these fields:. (2) the great size of the State; (3) the separation

\)f. its population by a barrier of mountains and arid territory
into two relatively compact groups. and the consequent developuent
of strong sectiocal consciousness; (4) the germination of what
promises to be a phenomenally wried and dynamic ifklustrial and
commercial activity in ne of the. groups.

Te-entinciatiftg th Principle of major and service lines laid down
iii the Iowa report, the committee recommends the partial redistribu-
tion of the functions of these institutions. Both now maintain
departments of architecture, education, engineering (chemical, civil,
electrical, mechanical, Inining), forestry, liberal arts, and pharmacy.
The report urges the abandonment by the State College of architec-
ture, chemical engineering, forestry, and pharmacy as major lihes.
It declares that :only one school of mining engineering should be
maintained, but suggests that' its appropriate location be deter-
mined on consultation with mining. experts.- It recommends the
sharp differentiation of the departments of educfftion at the two
institutions. In view oflocal factors, which. are discussed at some
length, it councils the continuance of undergraduate ivork in civil,
electrical, and mechanical engineering, and in liberal arts at both
institutions. It proposes that the university iiliendon extension workin home economics. Graduate wprk, 8'xcept in the departments
maintained by the State College alone; should be developed exclu-sively at the university.

. Si
Elaborate analyses of costs, of the geographical diStributiiin of the

student bodies in the different departments at the two institutions
and of the work and remuneration of the teach* staffs, are used in
tipport of:the recommendations. The- average cost :per. student at

the State Unitersity was found, to be $192.77,.and atthwState Col-.
lege $289.79? A calculation shOwing the cost of a student clock hour

,64001 °177-4
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of instruction in each of the principsi.departuients at both institu-
tions is the chief contribution to financial statistics made by this re-
port. Commenting on the -suppoit of the State University and the
State College, the report says:

(1) Washington has not been Spending as much money on Its State collegiate
institutions in proportion to their needs and the State's wealth as many other
progressive States. Both shouhrbe more libetally.supp(Iked.

(2) The State Collegeis for the most parTTell.housed, and the pressure on
its plant Is not extreme. On the other hand, the salaries paid its teachers are
considerably below what should be paid to competent Men in Institutions of this
character. In the last two years the amount spent per student has been some-
what higher than the per capita outlay in other institutions, which the Bureau
of Education has studied. However, the committee especially calls attention to
the fact that. In order to meet the needs of the State in the direction of agricul-
tural instruction. extension, and experimentation alone, this institution will re-
quire largely increased appropriations.

(3) The State I7niversity has fur many years 11(41 starved. It is 11011S:ell, in
part, in buildings which art.,. unworthy of a great university in a great and
wealthy State. Its expense per student during the last two years is much Iinver
than fhe similar expen,e in any institution of university rank which the Bureau
of Education has studied. The legitlinute expansion of the institution, espe-
cially the development of a .Cclasol of commerce, dettionals large blereases in its
support.

Probably the most important recommendations of the section of
the report dealing with public schools arefirst, those calling for the
raising of the professional requirements for holding the county su-
perintendency and for the increase of the salary of this office (a salary
scale ranging from $1.200 to $3,000 is proposed) ; second, those look-
ing toward the establishment of definite profesional and academic
qualifications for all persons occupying teaching positions, and the
consequent reorganization of the State syskem of certifying teachers;
and third, those. advising a fundamental revision of the common-
school course of study with particular reference to the varying' needs
of urban and rural children.

The section Oil normal schools proposes certain standards for a sat-
isfactory system of teacher preparation. They are, in brief :

1. The entrance requirements to normal schools should be raised to gradua-
tion from n four-year accredited high-school course.

2. The lowest grade of certificate to 1w issued by the normal schools should.be
two years above high-school graduation.

8. The ultimate standard of attainment for all persons. teaching in the state-
Should be graduation from an accredited high school and at lkst two years of
protesalonal ptilianntion. (The committee recommends specific. steps by which
this standard may he enforced.) However, the procps of elimination should be
gradual to penult teachers in service to meet the new. requirements without
causing too great hardships. .

4. The normal schools should offer differentiated courses of study two and
three yettits In length bused on high-school graduation. The certificates should
eventually be given at the end of the two-year courses and the normal diploma
at the end of the three-year courses.
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5. The normal schools should organize a thoroughgoing extension service

similar to the Iowa system for the teachers in service.
0. No license to teach should be made permanent until the candidate has

given evidence of progresive scholarship. The State board of education should
prepare courses .of study including both professional and cultural subjects for
the further training of teachers in service, and within live years of the time of
the receipt of a provisional certificate every candidate should be required 10.
pass examinations in the subjects included in these courses.

The legislative steps necessary to secure these ends are then pre-
sented in some detail. This is probably the most constructive portion
of the whole report. If the provisions suggested are put into opera-
tion; Washington will have taken steps to put the training of its
public-school teachers upon an advanced professional basis.

It has been said that the survey commission accepted the major
part of the recommendations of the bureau's committee. The prin7
cipal divergencies occur in the proposal made by the two bodies re7
garding the differentiation of the functions of the State Universityand the State College. The commission does not indorse the bureau's
recommendation that pharmacy be abandoned as a major line at the
State College, nor does it agree that there should be but one schoolof mi in the State.

T1tWaw providing for the support of the five higher institutions
.by a millage tax and specifying the portion of the tax to be assigned

to each institution was enacted in 1941 and was to remain operativefor six years. One of the commission's tasks was to examine the
present rate and distribution of the millage tax and to report to thelegislature of 1917 whatever modifications might appear desirable.
Indeed, this was doubtless the mo, important of the commission's
functions. The present tax is distributed as follows:
State University

..475State. College
.825Bellingham State Normal School .09Cheney State Normal School_
.08Ellensburg State Normal School
.07

Total
4.05

Convinced by the detailed financial statements made in thebureau's report the commission; after long deliberation, unanimouslyrecommended that the total tax appropriations for higher institu=tions should be forthe immediate future 1.90 mills on every dollar of
taxable property, this amount to be distributed among the institu-tions as follows:.
State University

90State College
.65Bellingham State Normal School
. 18Cheney State Normal School
. 1425Ellensburg State Normal School
.1275

Total
1.00
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THE SURVEY OF THE STATE HIGHER INSTITUTIONS OF NORTH
DAKOTA.

The last annual report-gave tin account of the legislation creating
the State Board of Regents of North Dakota and providing, as a

PERCENTAGE OP AVERAGE eXPENDITuRtS FOR INSTRUCTION
FOR CLASSES PlAvING SPECIFIED NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTENDING

FOR THE WEER OF APRIL, 10-16,1916
EIGHT INSTITUTIONS: NORTH DAKOTA
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Fin. 1.Percentage of average'expenditures for instruction for the eight insti-
tutionm of the North Dakota Survey. (Bulletin of the Bureau of Education.
1910, No. 27.)

preliminary to the appointment of the sotnmissioner of education,
the new board's executive officer, for an educational survey by it
competent expert or experts of the nine institutions under the board's
control. In the spring of 1915 the board invited Dr. E. B. Craig-
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head, former president of the University of Montana, to take-part
in this survey. It also requested the assistance of the United States
Commissioner of Education-. The commissioner consented to lend
the aid of the Bureau of Education in this enterprise if the survey
might be made under his general direction. To this the State board
of regents consented. The commissioner accordingly appointed the
following committee to take charge of the survey : Dr. William T.
Bawden, specialist in' industrial' education, Bureau of Education
(chairman) ; Dr. Edwin B. Craighead, former preSident of the Uni-
versity of Montana ; Dr. Lotus D. Coffman, professor of education,
University of Minnesota. The Commissioner of Education was
intimately associated with the work of the survey through its course
and assisted in the preparation of the report., The report was filed
with the State board of regents in July, 1916. It covered the follow-
ing topics:

1. General statement.
2. Bill creating State hoard of regents.
3. Laws touching public education In North Dakota.
4. The State of North Dakota.
5. Maps and statistical tables.
6. An efficient State system of education.
7. Preliminary survey.
S. The University' of North Dakota.
9. The agricultural college.
10. The [ormal schools of North Dakota and their relation to the ruralschools.
11. The industrial schools:

(1) The State School of Forestry, at Bottineau.
(2) The North Dakota Academy of Science, at Vahpeton.
(3) Normal and Industrial School, at Ellendale.

12. The State Library Commission.
13. Rural population and the rant schools.
14. The high schools of North Dakota.
15. The classification and standardization of educational institutions.
16. SumMary of recommendations.
IL Conclusions.

The document, somewhat revised, has since been published as abulletin of the Bureau of Education (1916, No. 27).
In addition to the statistical material similar in content though

of always in form to that presented in the other reports just dis-ssed, the survey contains a novel analysis of the size of sections at
the institutions' studied and the proportion of the total expenditurefor teaching devoted to the instruction of claSIs of various sizes.
Each-institution was asked-to prepare a detailed feport on thenum-
ber of students in attendance during a single week, the week of April10, 1916. The results are summarized thus:

.During/the week iu question there were 143 meetings of classes at whichonly one student was in attendance, 168 daises at which two studonti WON
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present, 116 classes at which three students were present, 208 classes at which
four students were present ; a total of 662 classts in the eight Institutions hav-
ing less than five students In attendance. These 662 classes constitute slightly
more than one-fifth-20.6 per centof the entire number of classes meeting dur-
ing the week, 3,213.

That is, assuming an average cost per meeting (*class, 20.6 per cent of the
cost of Instruction for the week was Incurred .for the maintenance of classes
having less than five students each. Or, to put it another way, of every dollar
expended for instruction, 20.6 cents was expended for classes of one to four
students each.

The table accompanying this discussion shows for each institution
the number of meetings of classes having specified numbers of stu-
dents and reveals the wide institutional variations, not indicated in
the summary just quoted. The facts with relation to the cost of each
of these groups of classes are graphically represented in the figure
on the opposite page.

Among the recommendations in the report which will probably
be of .greatest interest to students of State education the following
may be noted:

The commission recommends substantially the same differentiation
of the school of education at the university and the department of
education at the agricultural college' as was recommended by the
bureau's committee in Washington.

It counsels the assignment as major lines to the university of music,
all branches of engineering to be given, except agricultural and in-
dustrial engineering, of advanced training in the 'liberal arts and
pure sciences, and of professional work in law and medicine.

It recommends that agriculture, professional and technical train-
ing in home economics, and pharmacy be considered major lines at
the agricultural college.

It declares that the work of the normal schools should for the
present he confined to the preparation of elementary teachers.
Recommendations for the elevation of the standards of academic and
professional training of teachers similar to those proposed in the
Washington report are made. The establishment of a normal school
in the southwest quirter of the State is also urged.

The commission expresses the opinion that the school of science at
Wahpeton should for the present be a school of science, agriculture,
and mechanic arts of secondary grade. The school of forestry at
Bottineau should be maintained as a special secondary school of agri-.
cultnra, and the work in forestry should be transferred to' the .agri-
cultural college..

On August 1, 1916,the State board of regents appointqd Dr. Craig-
laird commissioner of education.
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EDUCATIONAL AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS IN PRESIDENTS'
REPORTS AND REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

Allusion has been made to the growing tendency among progres-
sive colleges and universities to survey themselves, to gather as
careful a statistical record of their vital operations as possible, and

PROPORTIONATE AVERAGE EXPENDITURES FOA INSTRUCTION
FOR CLASSES HAVING SPECIFIED NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTENDING

FOR THE WEEK 'OF APRIL 10-16,1916
EIBHT INSTITUTIONS, NORTH DAKOTA

FOR EACH DOLLAR EXPENDED:

FOR CLASSES OP

5.9 STUDENTS
$ 215 PER CLASS FOR CLASSES OF

1-4. STUDENTS
$.206 PER CLASS

10-14ST CylENTS
$.167

4.012
50 STOTS
AND ove

40 -49 s-roys
4.629

30-39
STUDENTS

4.058

20-29 STUDENTS
$.183

2. Proportionate avernge expenditure (or various groups of classes of NorthDakota institutions, as shown in the North Dakota survey report. (Bulletinof the Bureau of Education, 1910, No. 27.)

to make use of these facts in deciding upon w policies. There has
Its° been a gratifying disposition to make su facts public. It
might be well in passing to note that nothing a col can do serves
better to strengthen the public confidence in the in rity and effi-
ciency of its management.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COSTS OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
CITY OF NEW YORK.

One of the most, exhaustive and valuable studies of the type just
referred to is the report of the committee on costs of the College of
the City of New York. This committee was appointed front the
faculty of the institution in October, 1914, in response to a resolu-
tion of the board of teustees -requesting a report showing compari-
sons of the cost per student. the salaries per grade, and the hours
ot, instruction of the teaching 'off in the College of the City of New
York and in similar instittaonS of standing in the country. The
committee, reporting in the spring of *1915, calls attention to several
facts and situations worth recapitulating here.

In the first place it points out the difficulty of ascertaining the
cost per student. It says:

A comparison of costs requires detailed information concerning rill of the
factors which enter 4nto the calculation of the figures compared. This informa-
tion is available In only a very few exceptional instances. Colleges and uni-
versities in general have not adopted any system of cost accounting which
enables them to state the cost per student. Even in the few cases in which
any effort has been made to determine the cost the meaning of the result has
not been clearly defined. For cost is the result of interest charges and of teach-
ing, of operating, and of aniministrative expenses. Moreover.. one must know
the kind of work for which the cost is given. College .curricula differ within
wide limits,- both as to courses pursued and as to the weekly attendance re-
quired for their completion. Until there Is a standardized college degree the
cost at one place may not be compared with the cost elsewhere, unless both the
qutffitity and quality of the work accomplished are known.

4°A. very complete analysis of the cost at the College of the City of
New York follows, -showing the expense in each of the principal
divisions of the college for teaching, for operation, and for 'admin-
istration, and the variations in these factors in the cases of students
taking different kinds of courses. These data are still further refined
to show the expense per. student hour in various subjects and in
prescribed or elective work. Coming to a comparison of costs of
the College of the City of New York and other institutions, the
committee findCitself 'almost wholly without trustworthy information
and unable through correspondence to secure,, any. (It, perhaps, is
Worth emphasizing again in this connection what' has already sev-
eral times.been noted by university officials, namely, that among the
most needed investigations in the whole field of higher educational
administration is the exploration d this terra incognita of cost
acco nting.)

It I forced in the end to compile from a bulletin, published by
the Ca gie Foundation fOr the Advancement of Teaching in.1908;
on," The andel status of the professor in America and in Ger.-
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many," an admittedly unsatisfactory table, showing for a group of
institutions similar in organization to the City College, the appro-
priations for salaries, the number of students, and the quotient
obtained by dividing the former by the latter. This it labels" Salary
teaching expense per student." As salaries increased on the average
74 per cent between 1908 and 1913, the committee includes another
column in its table which estimates the salary expense per student in
the same institutions in 1913 by increasing the salary expense fig-
ures of 1908 71 per cent. While this table lays no claim to strict
accuracy, the figures are probably sufficiently indicative of actual
costs in these institutions to be illuminating. It is interesting to-
observe that the salary teaching expense per student in the 42 insti-
tutions considered ranged in 1908 frbm $63.60 paid by the North
Dakota Agricultural College to $440.25 paid by Clark University.
These figures can not, of course, be compared at all Stith the figures
of the cost-per student published in the reports of the Iowa and
Washington surveys. Nevertheless the committee's investigation of
the College of the City of New York makes possible a comparison of
costs per student at that institution and at the institutions recently
studied by the Bureau of. Education.

The toal cost per college student at the College of the City of
including expense for teaching, for operation, and for

administration, was, depAjiding on the course in which the student
was registered, $248.18, $325.65, or $265.80. (The average salary
teaching expense per student at the City Cpllege was $185.05.).

Of the many interesting tables in this report, but two more can
be inpntio'ned hese- . The first of these shows the weekly periods of
instrliction given in 1908 by college teachers in typical subjects at
the institutions accepted by the.Carnegie Foundation, ate State uni-
versities, and at the College of the City of New York. 'The average
number of periods of instruction or "teaching hours" weekly in
all "accepted" institutions was 11.7; in State universities, 13.8;. and
at the College, of the City of New York, 15.7. Later scattering
returns indicate a tendency on the part of the stronger institutions
to reduce still further the number of periods of instruction carried
by the faculty. The other table (table 1 of the report) presents
the summary of the institutional budget for the year 1915. In view
of its simplicity and its admirable arrangement (also for the pur-
pose of comparison with the scheme for recording expenses used in:-
the Washington and Iowa surveys), the table is printed below.

- SZ.,"
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Colley* of City of New forkSummary of budget for 1915.

galaries, instructional, day (for teaching)
Salaries, instructional, evening, and extensionTeaching. VA9,317 (75.1

per cent ). Salaries, regular elm loyees (wwistunts)
Educational equiraent

I Educational suppios
Educational repairs (to apparatus)

Janitorial service s.
operation of plant and equipment

Operation and mainte- Repairs to plant and equipment
nonce, $54,270 (13.9 'applies for plant and equipmentper cent). E.iiiipment (new)

Fire alarm and general plant service ..

Salary, acting president
Salaries, instructional, d.1y (for administration)
Salaries, Intl motional, evening, and extension (Ntate+1)Administration, 974,491 I
Salaries,regular eingloyeas (T. II. II. and(II percent).

I Salaries, regular emiltoyees, president's office
Salaries, regular employees, curator's office
Equipment, supplies, service, contingencies

Total
Budget for 1914..

$481, 970. 00
14,904.00
8, 726.00

15,.512.00
5,205.00
3,000.00

509,317.00

10,905.001
29.899.00
73,592. IP
73,376.111
1,113 tat

39.4.00

91,278. 00

7,500. (10
2.1,9141 1111

0$A IN)
7,150.011
s,567. fs)

11,310.(0
9.906.(41

74,491.1X1

970.1941.00
641,963. 62

THE REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF SMITH COLLEGE.

The annual- report of the president of Smith College for the year
1914-15 contains careful statistical analyses of the' conditions of work
of both students and teachers, of the sources,from which the student
body comes, of the previous preparation of ;students; of the rata and
causes of mortality, and of 'several other matters of less general con-
cern. Three tables in particular will prove of special interest to
students of college administration. The first of these summarizes the
work_ of .the 22 departments of the college.. It shows by classes
(freshman, sophomore, etc.) the number of students engaged in. the
study of each subject during both semesters and the number of
student\ hours' given by each department. For example, the depart-
ment of art (the first on the list) registered in the first semester 162
freshmen, whq received 297 student hours of instruction. It regis-
tered 62 sophomores, giving them 96 student hours of instruction. Its'
total registration for.the first semester from all 'classes was 557, and
the total number of student hours it offered was 1,076. As to the
mount It instruction given; measured by student hours,the depart-
ment ranked ninth among the 22 departments. This tabl6 is rendered

I The fact should not he overlooked that the "student hour " usetkin President Burton's
report and mentioned In the account just given of the report of the committee of the Col-
lege of the City of New York is a different unit from the ". student clock hour." The latteris defined on p. 20, The " student hour " count would he the same for courses made up
wholly of recitations or lectures, but different for laboratory courses. For exampte, sucha' in chemistry as:IS mentioned above (p. 20) *mild count' but tour "studenthours " at most.
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still more valuable by the addition of another, which shows the size
and number of class sections and the number of hours a .week that
each section given. The totals in this table will doubtless prove
especially illuminating to college executives. It appears, for instance,
that there were in nonlaboratory courses 57 classes, or 19 per cent of
the total number of classes, enrolling less than 10 students. each; 79,

. or 26.6 per cent of the total number, enrolling from 10 to 20 students
each ; 70, or 23.6 per cent of the total number, enrolling from 20 to 30
students each. Four per cent of the total_nuraber of classes enrolled
from 50 to 75 students. ; As a distress signal,. to call the attention of
administrative officers both to financial leaks causal by unduly ex-
pensive .organization and to possible pedagogical weaknesses, this
item of statistical study can not be too highly commended. It may be
of interest to record in passing that the bureau's investigations
showed 39 per cent of the total number of classes (laboratory and
nonlaboratory combined) at the State University of Iowa, 27.5 per
rent at the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to
have enrolled less than 10 students each,

Studies of college enrollment made by the General Education
Board ' have established certain truths th regard to the size of:
what might be called the " magnetic field ' of the college. Briefly.
stated; they are that a college commonly raves the major portion
of its students from within a radius of 50 miles, very few from out-
side a radius of 100 miles, and few from outside the State in which it
is located.' The percentages fluctuate, of course, le the result of
peculiar local influences. The area from which several of the older,
institutions in the East and a few of the women's colleges draw their
student bodies is vastly more extended. The importance of knowing
the. actual extent and the boundaries of an institution's field is appar-
ent without argument, especially in these days of diverse secondary
curricula.

A third valuable table of the Smith College report is one showing
the geographical distribution of thelstudent body by States dad by
foreign countries. It appears from this table that but 40 per pent of
the present student body are from the New England States, 38.5 per
cent come from the Central States, and 21 per cent from the West-

,
ern States. Moreover, these percentages have remained substantially
constant for the last five years. Few institutions exhibit such a
far-flung battle line: The observer whose sources of information con-
cerning the administration of this college are confined to its printed
documents is proapted to discover a causal relationship between
these facts and certain recent changes in the institution's educational
policies (see especially p. 87). -

'Bee Genera! Education Board Report, 1902-1914, p. 119et seq.
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT, DEANS, AND OTHER OFFICERS OF
MIAMI UNIVERSITY.

A previous report (see Report of Commissioner of Education, 1914,
pp. 174 and 175)walled attention to several intensive studies of im-
portant aspects of educational and financial administration mask!
at Miami University. The report of the president, deans, and other
officers of this institution for the year 19 5-1 6 is replete with graphi-
cal and tabular records of various phases of institutional activity
which thus far have been seldom analyzed. In fact, the statistical
portionof this report presents what is practically a survey of the
scholastic and fiscal operations of the university conducted by its
own officers. A description of several of the recording devices
forms an appropriate part of this discussion.

The scope of instruction in the,ollege of liberal arts is set forth
in a table which shows for each ilepartment the following facts:.
The number of full-time instructors, the credit hours given by the
department per semester, the average number of hours (i. e., hours
of teaching weekly) per instructor, the average number of students
in the department, the average number of students per instructor,
the number of credit hours in each department taught in classes of
more than 20, the number of credit hohrs taught in classes of less.
than 10, the'per cent of hours taught in classes of more than 20; and
the per cent of hours taught in classes of less than 10. A portion of
the table is reprinted here.. I

Miami UnireradyInernetorn and hours of instrurlion.

Departments. 2
C

1 7L

3

Language and literature: i I i

English 3.75 ! 47.5Public speaking 1.15 : 14Latin 1 25 18Greek 1.00 . 17Romance language 2.601 30German
I 2.00 1 28

Total 11.00' 162.6

12.06
12.17
14.40
17.00
14.00
14.00

366
105
44

.08
207
142

13. 80 on

93 I .16
91', 2.
36
641- 7
An 35
71: 15

7$ 95

I'S 1". p. .
Fon g. .3p

.

TF..d

.t..oil o n=3.2 ItSE
,

1 5 75
7.5 ,14.1

1 7.0 .41 It-I

7.0

92'
2.5 1 54 :

27.5 E :itc I

It will he apparent that this table reveals tit a glance. several mat-
ters concerning which it is of the utmost ortance that the admin-
istrative officers of the institution be fully in ed. For instanlie,
it shows the .gross burden .borne by the teachin orce of wadi de-
partment (the department is here the unit of adininistration) and
the .average distribution of it, whether, any department is .under or

4111)
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overmanned, and the extent of
departmental contacts with
the student body., The offi-
cers of Aliami.University have
set 20 as the ideal size of the
college class. This table
shows also, therefore, the de-
gree to which class enroll-
ments approximate this ideal.
Comment on the table brings
out certain other interesting
facts. It appears that in one
year the growth in enrollment
has resulted in nearly dou-
bling the percentage of the
hours of instruction given in,
classes numbering more than
0. Last year but 33 per cent
of the total hours of instruc-
tion was given in classes of
more than 20. This year the
percentage is 62. On the
other hand the administration
has succeeded in reducing in
the saute period the 'propor-
tion of instruction given in
classes numbering less than
10. Last year 25 per cent of
the total hours-of instruction
was given in classes of this
size: this Year but 15 per cent.

This table is reinforced by
several others in other parts
of the 'report. Chief among
these is one entitled " Burden
of teaching," which shows the
"student hours" carried by
each member of the stall' for
the academic years 1913 -14
and 1914n, and the "stu-
dent clock bouts" carried by
each in, 191546, (The change
in the unit of measurement

4 4

35

I.

GI II

ti kf

I-.

Ii

.1'

Ab,

NIS

NI%

Pao. R.Chart of enrollment and ottendonee,
:Mang University, 19113-18.

was Made this year in the belief that the student clock hour is a more
accurate index of the pressure on each instructor. (See pp. 20-21.)
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r'rho heading to the table posits 300 student clock hours per week
as the ideal load (compare. review of Iowa survey report, p. 21),
and states that the load at Drexel lnst itute, the only other instWution
known to have used the same unit in estimating the burden carried by
the faculty, was found to be. 320 student clock hours. Some of the
Miami institutional averages appear. in the following summary:

Total load. first semester:1913-14. 5.304 sladent credit hours: average. 214.
Tot ai hod. first semester. 1914 15. 9.236 student credit Mous: averatze. 234.
'fowl load. first semester. 1111' -16. 1.323 student chilli lionrs; average. 251.
The use of the "average attendance instead of the catalogue en-

rollment as the divisor in the determination of per capita cost was
described in connection with the discussion of the report of the lowiv
survey (see p. 1.8). Ali illuminating graphical representation of the
discrepancy between total enrollment and actual attendance. indi-
cating the justice of taking the "average attendance" as the true 's
measup in estimating institutional needs. is furnished in a graphic
chart (see p. 35).

COLLEGE ENTRANCE .REQUIREMENTS,
For many reasons the current status of college. entrance require-

ments is of *very great. significance. The college of arts and sciences,
the original from which education sprung. is
still the nucleus .of the whole system. The growth of professional
schools and the development of new technical and semitechnical
curricula have not displaced it in 44it? popular interest or diverted
official attention front its peculiar problems. There continue to
radiate from the college more impulses affecting higher education in.
general than from any other department. Hence changes in entanee
requirements inaugurated by any large institution or adopted over
any considerable geographical area are likely to be important. They
may indicate the development of new purposes and new standayls
which eventually will have influence on all that is included in the
university. Moreot'er, entrance requirements affect the point of
contact between the college and the public-school system. A change
of procedure at this point may register an alteration-of the baromet-
ric pressure of the whole scheme of secondary and higher education:

No radicalaieW tendencies have manifested themselves in. the year
under review. There has, however. been an interesting extension of
certain movements already dkcribed in preViousreports.

COMPIIIIIMENSIVE EXAMINATIONS.

Undoubtet11346e- method of admission represlited by the Harvard
new plan and the Yale new or niternative plan (see commissioner's
report foi. 1915, p. 148),. including as the detertnining feature the
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"connrrehensive examination," is tile most original and important
contribution to educational practice as affecting the relations of
secondary schools and colleges since Me adoption by middle western
institutions of the policy of admission by certificate.' The method
has evidently commended itself to a large 'number of colleges of the-111

North Atlantic section. The action of the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board 2 in voting to pnapare comprehensive examination
papers for the use of such- colleges in its membership as admit on that

. bash; constituted an unreserved indorsZment of the plan by the or-
ganization which is probably at once the most influential and the
most conservative of all those that deal with the problem of the
articulation of college and secondary school. In view of this indorse-
ment it is not surprising that several of the strongest institutions of
the Northea,st have atloptSrfh Or propose to adopt the new method,
with unessentill modificati is. s

"Prophecy is generally dangerous, but tins! prediction may in this
case be 'ventured that this plan of determining fitness for college
work is likely to have a still wider vogue in the immediate future.
Sfrong dissatisfaction both with the old-fashioned examination
system and with the certificate method of admission -prevails among

41 conscientious college officers throughout the country. The former is
believed to offer no true test'of -power. On the other hand it puts a
premium on'memo-rizing facility and the ability to absorb informa-
tion fs I. temporary use under the cramming process.. The latter is
hard to administer eiTectively.. By making the equipTent and stand-
ards of the school from which the candidate comes the criterion for
judging his eliOhility for admission, it often fails to discriminate
be Aeen good and bad preparation of the individual. It encourages
31 so the purely quantitative measurement of. scholastic attainments.

tine new plan is -thought to combine the excellencies and to avoid.
0 the defects of _both the current methods of admission. It preserves'.

the flexibility of the certificate system while imposing the.individual
test. for Which the entrance examination was primarily designed.

.

Furthermore it emphasizes especially the quality of-the candidate's
preparation. .

.
. ..

Haverford College has reported to the bureau the adoption within
the past year of a plan of, admission under which the candidate
submits a certified schodl record and passes comprehensive.examina-
tions in a few subjects..

The essential feature of the plan is.thnt It combines the certificate and examination
methods of admission.. The candidate presents a certificate from the secondary school
tottlfylng to the quantity of the work covered. The college takes a sample of the quality
by examining him in four subjects. The examination is designed to test the candidate's
general knowledge of it given subject and his intellectual power, Dot to ascertain 'whether
he has mastered a prescribed book oE course.

'Referred to to the last.report oflhe commissioner, p. 149.
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The four large certificating colleges for women in the Northeast,
Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley, have announced that
they will together adopt a similar plan to replace the certificate sys-
tem in September, 1919. Any candidate may enter under this plan
prior to 1919 by passing the comprehensive examinations now offered'
by. the College Entrance Examination Board and furnishing the
required evidence from the secondary school attended. In minor
details the plan proposed by these four institutions differs from that
already enforced at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. The evidence
submitted by the secondary school must include an estimate of the
candidate's scholarly interests, special ability, and character. Con-
siderable latitude of choice is allowed the candidate in the selection
of the compiThensive examinations to be taken. One examination
may be in either English or history, one in a foreign language to be

and mein
by the a ) t, one in mathematics or chemistry or phys,

nd the fourth in other subject offered for admission, the con-
mittee on admission concurring. however, in the candidate's choice.
It is proposed that the persons who judge these examinations shall
not resort to numerical or alphabetical grading, but shall indicate
by verbal comments the extent to which the papers reveal the candi-
date's fitness to undertake.college work. The new plan is not, at the
outset at least, to affect thecontent of the,entrance requiremen im-
posed by each of the four colleges. The special prescriptions of ich
are to remain in full force and'only those candidates will be admit q
to the comprehensie examination's who satisfy the committee n
admission of the college to which .entrance is sought that th e
prescriptions have been met.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.

In the commissioner's report for 1914, page 163 and follow' g, an
account was given of the objections raised by certain of tl New
England State departments of education to the alleged dont nation
of high-school education in New England by the New Engla Col-
lege Entrance Certificate Board. It was there pointed out th t the
entrance requirements of the constituent colleges of the board vere
regwrded by several of the chief State school officers as too con-
servative, and that through the in-intense influence and prestige of
the board this conservatism Was carried over, to the secondary schools
oftentimes, these offiOts believed, to the disadvantage of their re-
spective cbmmunities.'

It is interestlnOto note In this connection That at a conference held dosing the Christ-
mss recess of 1915 of representatives of the certificating hoards of tll Country the New
England board, the North Central Association, the associations of the Middle States and
of the Souththe conclusion was,reached that in New England only Is there any certifi-
cate board that litrithnr-teally effective work in making a certificate practically equal toan examination. In other parts of the country the list of approved wheels is merely an
honor lilt, which the colleges follow or not,.as.they please. No special certificate grade Is
retptireti of pupils, but a mere passing grade entitles them to certificate,
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In order that the high schools of New Hampshirent least might
he free to adapt their curricula to practical local needs without fear
of being outlawed, the State superintendent advocated the establish-
ment of tt State university, which should adapt itself to the work
dope by the high schools and should raise no "&rtificial.and arbitrary
obstacles in the pathway of education."

An announcement of changes in the basis of admission to New
Hampshire College appears to indicate that this institution is we-
paring to establish a cooperative relationship with the State depart-
ment of public instruction similar to that which exists between the
State universities and the State education departments of certain
other States. The college has voted to admit any graduate from a
high school or academy approved by the State department of public
instruction on the basis of his graduation, without a. special cer-
tificate formerly- required, provided the division entrance require-
ments of the college have been met. In the agricultural and arts/
and science divisions these division requirements comprise seven
prescribed and eight elective units; in the engineering division eight
units are prescribed and seven:eiective. The latitude thus granted
to the schools in the determinatidn of the content' of the secondary
curriculum for those who plan to attend the State college is con-
siderable. A bulletin recently issued by the college states that the
institution Wishes to stand in much the same relation to the high
schools'and academies which the latter occupy with reference to the
grammar schools. The bulletin .also -quotes a letter from State
Superintendent Morrison, which comments to this effect on another
aspect of the new plan:

It means that the high school can no loliger hare, as it has had In some
eases In the past, one standard for graduation and another standard for.certfil4
cation to college. It means thati,the high school * must do sincere
and frank work with all who.kre within its doors and graduate nobody about

\whose education it is at doubt.

New Hampshire possesses but two institutions recognized as of col--
lege grade by the Bureau of Education. Recent modifications of the
basis for. admission. to Dartmouth College are therefore of special
interest. Dartmouth, which was one of the original members of the
New England College Entrance Certificate Board, has now retired
from .that body and has inaugurated a new method of selecting the
schools whose pupils shall have the Privilege of admission' y certifi-
cate. The college announces that it desires to promote more personal
and less perfunctory relations with the schools which prepare candi-
dates for adniission. These it proposes toblish by means of a,
personal visitation by the executive secretary of the committee on'
admissions or Rome other meniheLpf the .faculty. in granting the
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certificate privilege hereafter the committee on Admission will con-sider
(1) The report of the faculty visitor.
(2) The record of graduates of the'School .who have entered Dartmouth, if

aity.

(3) The standing of the school in the rating of the State department of
education awl other certificating bodies.

(4) The information contained In the application plunk submitted by the
principal of the school.

In deciding upon any application attention will lie paid to
(1) The quality of instruction as influenced ity training of teachers, pupils

per tracker. and classes per teacher.
(2) The equipment of the schotd, including library and laboratory facilities.
(3) The course of study indicated by length of school year. length of actual

teaching period. numher of recitations a week In each subject, provision for
concentration on certain subjects, and opportunity for the study of electives.

The college holds a different opinion from that expressed by the
officers of New Hampshire College, however, with respect to the
parity of high-school graduation and the certificating standard. It
urges principals signing certificates to make sure of the ability of
the pupil to gain profit from a college course such as Dartmouth
offers. The college sets no definite mark which must be gained before
it pupil shall be certified; it views with apprehension, however, the
assurance of a certificate to a pupil whose standing was below 85; in
uncertain cases entrance examinations may be taken, and the respon-
sibility for the pupil's fitness pla'cid upon the college.

INCREASES IN THE AMOUNT OF ENTRANCE CREDITS DEMANDED.

The reaction again merely quantitative estimates of college
preparation, which is r re nted by the spread of the new plan of
admission in thj Northeast, is by no ;means universal. In other sec-
tions emphasis continues to be placed chiefly on the amount of ground
covered. Especially is this the case in those ptrrts of the country
where lax standards of admission have prevailed in the past. In

. these quarters it is undoubtedly wise for ipstiptionS to make sure
first that .candidates have undergone at least a reasonable minimum
of secondary training. Closer discriminations as tg the quality of
the training. may be set ;up by later enactments.

The development of-public (and to some extent -even of private)
secondta schools has been seriously lutinivretiin certain States_ by
an ovellIkply of colleges, tip: majority of which depend in large
measure on students' fees for s,upport. These States have witnessed
an annual scramble for recruits which has ignored the interest of
the public in the establishment of sound secondary schools and has
too often made, a mockery of college standards,' More than one

.
,
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State school officer has complained that it is impossible to maintain
a four-year high school within 20 miles of some of the more aggres-
sive of these needy colleges. High-school students of the third and
even of the second years are lured away by the promise of collegiate
rating. The resulting burden of conditions has also been found to
vanish during the college course without undue effort on the part of
the students thus ostensibly handicapped. So a vicious circle has
been established which has prevented both the development of the
public-school system and the realization of true collegiate standards.

South Carolina has been one of the States which has s i ered
from these conditions. The State Education .Departinef s 20
colleges for whites, 14 of which are recognized by the a ureau of
Education (the total white population of the State is less than
three-quarters of a million). In 1914-15 the department recorded
a total high-school enrollment of 10.481 and a total of but 613 pupils
above the third high-school year. The difficulty of building up four-
year high schools (but 41 schools are listed by the department as
having fourth-year students) has been greatly increased by the
readiness of some of the college0o accept pupils with but two or
three years of high-school training. Concerted steps toward improv-
ing the situation were taken in April, 1915, when the South Caro-
lina Askociation of Colleges passed the following resolutions de-

signed to serve as a minimum standard for entrance:
1. That for the session of 1ti15-16 the colleges shall admit by certificate only

those students who have completed not less than a three-year high-school
course, or its equivalent

2. That examinations for entrance shall be based In 1915-16 on not less than
a hre-year high-school course.

3. That for the session of 1916-17 no student shall be accepted on certificate
who offers less than 12 units as defined by the high-school inspector.

4. That no advanced standing be given to a high-school graduate, except On
examination.

5. The committee recommends that it shall be the established policy of the
association to discourage students from coming from any community that main-
tains a four-year high-school course until they shall have completed the fourth
year.

A number of other institutions in various parts of the country
have reported to the Bureau of Education increases in the quanti-

. tative requirements for admission. Timis, for example, H. Sophie
Newcomb Memorial College, Maryland Agricultural College, Oregon
Agricultural College, and Washington and Lee University have
raisei their entrance fequirements to 15 units. Baldwin-WallaCe
College has increased its requirements for conditioned entrance
from 12 to 13 units, and,the requirements for full standing from 14'

.to 15 units. The University of Oklahoma, which required 15 units.
for full standing, has' raised its requirements for conditioned en-
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trance from 12 to 14 units. The College of Industrial Arts at
Denton, Tex., has raised its regular requirements to14 units.

A STUDY OF PENSIONS AND INSURANCE FOR COLLEGE
TEACHERS.

Special reports of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching generally command theAhoughtful attention of those
who have to.do with higher education in. the United Stales. Bulle-tin No. 9, 1916, of the foundation, "A comprehensive plan of insur-
ance and annuities for college teachers," by Henry S. rritChett, presi-
dent of the Carnegie foundation, gill proba6lf be viewed as a
noteworthy contribution to the literature of a subject in which as
yet few scientific studies have been made. The conclusilms reachedon a matter of vital interest to all college teachers are likely to beregarded both by boards of trustees and by college faculties as ofthe highest importance. The preliminary statement points out that
the report describes 'a plan of relief which.it is believed will protect
the teacher against the life hazards incident to his calling. which is
secure and permanent, which is within the reach of the teacher and
of his college, and which takes into account not only the interest of
the teacher hut those of liis emuloyer and also those of the generalpublic.

The paragraphs quoted helollifrom the preliminary statement in-
dicate the generatscope of the report.

Two main risks ecinfront the man entering the career of a teacher, affectingthe welfare of .himself nail thosilepenttent on himfirst, the risk of prematuredeath durlog his productive life second. the risk of dependence when his income-filming power declines. The first nut be Met only by s;one form of Insurance,
the second. by some form of annuity. The solution here presented consists ofa combination of insurance at cost with nit annuity nvallable.nt n definite age.The scheme Is hosed upon the conception that the man .who Is assured of a pen-sion at a definite age, let us say 0.5, is In a different position witbjespeet toinsurance from the man who has no such pension secured to him. Hp desiresto he protected in a definite risk over a given period Just as he !Merit insure ahouse against the risk of lire fora given term. liheneed Is therefore met byterm insurance. which affords the requisite protection to his family during the
productive period of lifeduring which,. also,. insurance Is chsape7it. The re-port points cot in detail the saving which would he effected as compared withInsurance fee fished in any other way, and shwa that a teacher of modest sainry
can afford to carry insurance of this sort, of adequate amount, without Ilaanclalburden. For example, a man at'30 can carry term insurance of $5,000 to endof 85, at a (vet of about $5 a month. Teachers who,now carry insurance gener-ally spend far more. than this on small and expensive poncles.

The report gives In detail similar Information regarding the kinds of annui-
ties which can be purchased by a reasonable sum paid in year by year andaccumulating over a term of years. It emphasizes the fact that when an idealsystem,Is to be considered, theproblem must be approached from the point of
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view of the teacher entering the service rather than from the point of view of
the teacher grown old and ready to leave it. Nearly half the teachers who enter
at 30 will die before the pensionable age.

Assuming such a system of insurance and old-age pensions as
meeting the wants of the teacher, the next question is, Who is to
pay for it?.

With this matter the report deals In detail. It seeks to make clear that the
lin:int-1M responsibility for the protection of n man's family and for his own se-
curity- in old age rests upon himself. To lift this responsibility wholly from the
shoulders cif the teaching profession Is neither wise nor is it desired by college
teachers. They prefer to pay their fair proportion of such hn obligation. The
replies already made to this plan make this clear.

The teacher, in an economic sense. is an employee of a corporation; and all
corpoations, whether they be governments. business firms, or universities, have.-

Iirect pecuniary Interest in maintaining a pension system which makes it pos-
sible for men to retire In decent coMfort as their' productive powers diminish
through agi. This economic reason is strengthened by therespousibliity which
the social conscience of mankind lays upon all employers to take some part in

advatiiag the well-being and happiness of those whom they employ.

.\lthougli concerned primarily with the establishment of a pension
system for college teachers, the report discuSses the pensioning of
pulaic employees in general and records-the experience of several
countries with various forms of old-age. relief. Two plans have
been followed, the reserve plan and the cash-disbursement plan.
Under the former, "the necessary reserve for each beneficiary is set
aside year by year. This, with accumulated interest will provide.
the pension when it may become due." Lander the second, " PensionS.
are paid out of current funds, such as are provided by Government
appropriations or from an endowment or from the general income
of an institution." Attractive 78 the free pension system has ap-
peared to various groups of workers who have sought it, it has, the
report deelarm, proVed itself insecure and expensive. " Pension'
systems based upon the cash- disbursement plan and offering a free
pension have in the great majority of cases broken down'through
their great cost unless upheld by the resources of a government,
Even in the case of governmental, pensions, the cost has mounted
to such proportions as to endanger the permanency of the system?
Txamples of the enormous ultimate cost of such a system are
numerous. In Berlin, in 1914, the pension roll of the civil service,
excluding the police, amounted to 30.92 percent of the pay. of the
active list. In 1915 the percentage ratio of the pension roll to the
pay roll of .the London Metropolitan police was 29.3 ('in 1854 it was
but 8.5).. In Austria, in spite of the fact that civil-service employeea
contribute-to- the maintenance of the pension syttem, the pension
load- has becoine a serious burden. In 1912 the pension cost of the.
civil list Was 33 per cent of the ecist of the pay of the active list.
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Moreover. the report stittes that in addition to its insecurity the non-
contributory pension paid on the cash-disbursement plan is in theend the dearest to the beneficiary. It concludes that:

A pension system on the reserve plan. sustained by the joint contributions ofthe employer and employee. is not only the fairest and the most equitable formof pension system. but it is the only one in which the cost can he ascertainedin advance. in which the question of penshin is separated from the question ofpay. and it is the only form of pension which can he permanently secure.
These conclusiobs have been reached by the officers of the CarnegieFoundation after 10 years of experience with a different system andafter constant study of an exceedingly complicated subject. Thefoundati has a large fund to'administer for the payment of pen-sions t ege -teachers. The fund is-to lie used for no other pur-pose. directors of 'the foundation decided in the beginning tospend the income*of the fund fOr the payment of noncontributorypensions in a limited number of colleges and universities,' reservingthe privilege of modifying the system .from time to time as.experi-ence might. dictate. The rapidly increasing load upon the foun-

dation's income (due in part to the fact that the mortality experienceof the foundation during the 10 years of its existence has been farbelow the most conservative' tables and the cost correspondinglygreater) pdints to the likelihood of the still further limitsn ofthe field of its contributions in the future, unless some other planof administration is adopted. President Pritchett believes, more-over, that the foundation will have fallen. short of its original- pur-pose if pensions are provided only in a relatively small group ofinstitutions. The bulletin, therefore, not only outlines what the
author conceives to be a desirable pension system for the colleges ofthe United States and Canada, but shows how the foundation mayhelp to make possible the general adoption of such a system.

Two principal difficulties 'attend the establishment of a combined_
annuity and insurance scheme maintained on the reserve plan by the
joint Contributions of the teachers and the employing colleges, whichis the kind of pension system the report advocates. The first of these
obstacles is known under the term accrued liabilities." There alemany men past middle life, too old to participate in any relief plan,
who.must shortly be pensioned if a pension system is put into effect.The load of pensions already accumulated upon the lives of theie menconstitutes the "accrued liabilities" of the -college. It has been aburden heavy -enough to prevent many, colleges from establishing apension systein aotd it can not be avoided. In effect, the foundation
has been carrying the accrued liabilities of the colleges on its acceptedlist. '"It- seems to many.'whOhave' given thought-to these questions

'.Seventy-three' colleged and universities in the United States and Canada are now asso-ciated with the foundation.
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that the time has now come to determine in What way the foundation
may not only carry out its obligations to the colleges associated with
it, but also seek to put into operation a permanent system for the pro-
tection of teachers and their dependents, applicable to all of the
higher institutions of learning throughout the United States, Canada,
and Newfoundland."

The other obstacle to the establishment of such a system is the im-
possibility of securing cheap insurance during the productive life
of the woater through the ordinary commercial companies. Tile.
foundation might undertake this service. through the medium of a
subagency. An atrangement might then be made whereby the Car-
negie Foundation would furnish to the teacher insurance at cost, and

the college and teacher cooperate in .the support of a system of an-
nuities available at the minimum age of 65, when insurance ceases."
What is believed to .be the great advantage to the teacher and to
the college of such an arrangeinent is illustrated. in the following

' paragraphs:
Let us follow a case typical of the experience of the average teacher and of

the average college. Starting a teacher as instructor.at age 30. let us assumethat a minimum Insurance of $5,000 and a minimum annuity of $1.000 a year
is decided upon. The amitial cost of the two would amount to $188.16, or about$15.68 a month. Five years later the teacher finds himself in the possession of
a salary .$500 larger than he had formerly, and he decides to devote $100 a year
to an Increase in his protection. In View of the rapidity with -which the costof the annuity grows with years, lie decides to put this into the form of an
annuity, and thus obtains an increase of some $600 In the annuity, which Is
thus brought up to $1,600. Five years later, at the age of 40, finding himself
again In possession of a still larger salary, he decides to take out $5.000 moreof insurance to end.at age 65. which would cost him about $75.

Should this teacher live to 65, he would have available for his use a retiring
allowance of $1,600. Should he continue in service three years longer but makeno more payments. his retiring allowance would amount to $1,087.His wife,in case she survived him, would share in this retiring allowance. -Should this
teacher die between the ages of 40 and 65, he would leave, to his family an in-surance of $10,000 andhls accumulated savingS, which would amount in cash to
the following sums nt the respective ages:

Cash value of
curattiatedAge at death: ac
Ravings.40
$2, 176. 8545
3, 000. 5250
43, 270. 8755
0, 101. 3960

12, 628. 7565
17, 024.32

In comparison with the .protection which this teacher and his family wouldenjoy, for a maximum cost of a dollar a day, the average college teacher and
'his family are practically unprotected. Yet his annual payments are only oneand n half times those now made by teachers for life Insurance alone. Withthe participation of his college this post would be but little morehan that now,spent for inadequate insurance..
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The report was originally-presented as a confidential report to the
trustees of the foundation. The board has not yet acted upon the
proposals except to pass resolutions ordering the circulation of the
report among the associated colleges and announcing " that whatever
plan is finally adopted will be devised with scrupulous regard to the
privileges and expectation:4i which have been created under existing
rules.**

TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

The efforts of university administrators during the past two de-
cades have been directed as never before toward the establishment of
contacts between the university and the community which it serves.
The movement, which received its first impetus from the early enter-prises in the field of . university extension, has ramified and spread
until it includes cooperative activities almost too numerous to record.

coincidentally, the intramural work .of the university itself has un-dergone a " sea-cha nge." The division and subdivision of courses,
the addition of specialized curricula designed to train persons for new
technical and professional pursuits, all bear witness to the ready re-
sponse of the modern university to the vocational demands of its
constituency. To the oli-erver who views American higher educatio
as a whole, this endeavor to make the university in the hroadesfsense
an instrument for public service doubtless appear the most con-
spicuous present tendency.

A manifestation of- this tendency, pregnant with possibilities for
-the development of greater governmental efficiency, is reported in the
recent 'projects for the establishment of courses for the training of
public servants- which have been inaugurated by institutions in a
number of the larger cities and by several State universities in theMiddle West and Southwest. These projects have been promotedand fostered: First, by the committee on practical training for pub-
lic service of the American Political Science.Assodiation; then by a
national conference on universities anti public service held in New
York in May; 1914, and latterly by the Society for the Promotion ofTraining fog, Public Service, an organization created to cooptrate
with universities and governmental agencies in the formulation of
plans and the circulation of propaganda looking to this end. The
relation of this movement to certain of the purposes of the Associa-tion of Urban Universities (mentioned in the report of the commis-
sioner for the year 1915, p. 154) will be apparent.

The character and scope of the training contemplated are indicated
by excerpts from the recommendations' of two institutional commit-
tees reporting during the academic year just ended. It will be
noted that cooperation not only with governmental agencies in the
Actual work of administration, but.with'oth(ir edueatiOnal organiza
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tions, is included in both plans. A special committee on training for
public service, appointed by President Butler, of Columbia Uni-
versity, recommended in part as follows:

1. Two or three years of regular college training, including elementary gov-
ernment. economics, etc.

2. 09 year of special training embracing the following subjects: (a) Mu-
nicipal government (specialized course) (b) administrative law ; (e) publicand npicipal accounting; (d) office gnd torks management: (c) public
finance and budget making; (f) institutions of public welfare; (g) city plan-
ning and social surveys; (h) technique of investigation Ind inquiry; (1) sta-
tistic's and reporting, including im.truction in English and graphic methods of
presentation.

3. One year of contacT or tkid work and observation. This work should be
done (under the direction of the standing committee on training for public
service hereinafter described) in New York City departments or in cooperation
with the Bureau of Municipal' Research and Training School for Public Service
in such a manner that each student may secure practical experience in(a)
budget making; (b) the investigation of several branches of public adminis-
tration; (c) the preparation of reports and recommendation on the basis of
ascertained results; (d) the practice of presenting oral statements.of results
In short form.

Among the recommendations for immediate action were:
O. That upon recommendation of the standing committee the extension division

of the university, in cooperation with the several technical and professional
schools of ..te university, shall offer special courses of instruction for persons
already in to increase their knowl-
edge antl efficiency and to prepare for otions, and that these courses be
offered at such times and places as ay be convenient to civil servants.

7. That provision be Made for peratIng with the TainInt School-for Pub-
lic Service in New York City on the following basis:

(a) Exchange of students. That Columbia University shall admit without
charge to courses of instruction in the university students from the training
school to such a number as the university committee on training for public
service may deem an adequate return for the facilities offered to the students
of Columbia University by the training school.

(b) Exchange of instructors. That professors in Columbia University may,
by arrangement with the Training School for Public Service, offer courses of
instruction at the training school and that such courses may, on approval by

. the appropriate authority, be counted ns equivalent to courses offered at the
university. That members of the staff of the training school may, on the recom-
mendation of the faculty concerned and the trustees of the university, be author-
ized to offer courses of instruction in the university.

(c) Credit for field Fork. That the graduate faculties of Columbia UM-
veisity, or any one of them adopting this provision, shall; on recommendation
of the.dean and the above university committee on public service, grant credit
for work dbne ln the Training School for Public, Service, provided that in no
case shall the credit granted exceed the value of one minor and such additional
credit toward the major as the professor in charge shall allow. Provided fur-
ther that in etery case such work in the training school shall be done under
thiseneral supervision of the professor of Columbia University in charge of the
stu4nts' major subject and with the approval of the dean.
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A committee on municipal--service survey, appointed by President
Mezes, of the College of the City of New York, recommended :

(1) That there be appointed at the college a director of public-service train-ing. It shall be. the duty of this officer to keep a record of all municipal
positions which are open to college students, and the subjects and dates ofapproaching examinations. Ile shall also estabikh at the college in cooperationwith the municipul civil-service commission tut Intelligence office or clearidg
house for civil-service positions, and ht shall be prepared to advise studentsas to the courses and methods to be pursued in preparatipn for such positjons.Ile shallionfer with tlie civil-service commissioners and chief ezamintws asto the relation between college instruction and civil service as to Araminatior:,
standards. credit for Rohl work, and eligibility. The director of publicpervicetraining shall also confer with the heads of city departments and bureaps withregard to their needs and the ability of the college to supply tliPt11.

(2) That a college standing committee on public-service training be appointed
to CO44144111' and advise with the directOr. Such a committee should haveamong its membership representatives of the departments most concerned hothe technical training of those who will enter public service.

(3) That the pnuouncements of the several divisions of the college contain
a, statement of the scope and work of the committee-on. Public-service training.(4) That provision be made for cooperation of the college with such unofficialpublic' agencies as the training school for public service and the Itureatt ofMunicipal Research,. espet;lally with a view to the possibility of exchange of 'students. exchange of instructors, and exchange of credit.

(5) That the special courses to be recommended and their formal organiza-tion be immediately taken up by the director of public-service training withhis committee and n11 other departments and ngencies Involved.

THE PROPOSAL FOR A STATE UNIVERSITt IN
MASSACHUSETTS.

The administration of American -education is less systematized thanthat of any other important country. In theory the provision and thecontrol of education is the function of each of the State governments.
While these Governments have, without exception, provided-,either.through the direct action of the State or by mandatory laws affectingstpaller civil divisions facilities for a certain amount of schooling, thefelm; of control and the powers reserved to the State's officers vary
widely, as do also the concepts of the extent of the educational op-portunities which the State is under obligation to furnish. It is a'

. well-known fact that the older, Commonwealths of the East have
less generally provided higher education at.State expense (except inagriculture and mechanic arts, for the partial maintenance of whichFederal appropriations are also inade) than the Western and South- 'ern States.

The reasons for this divergence in the practice of the different sec-.tionS of the country are as well wn as the fact. Chief amongthein is the. existence-in the East
$ ,

numerous strongly endowed col-
leges and 'universities founded by private philanthropy long before
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the emergence of the social which demands that the State.main-
ta in agencies for every type of intellectual .training required by any'
considerable group of citizens. The majority of these privately sup-
ported institutions have, however, adapted themselves to the changed
conditions both of public education and of .social philosophy. They
have constantly.sought, on the one hand, to establish closer adjust-
ments with the public - school systems. On the other, they hase come
increasingly to regard themselves as to all intents and purposes public
instruments, Subjectwithin the limits of.their respective charters.
to such modifications of policy and aim as might be necessary to keep
them in ha rniony with the current trend of public education. Never-
theless. they are of course organically cut off from the public schools;
their governing boards are not directly and legally responsible to the
general public; through the force of long- established traditions,
which are peculiarly potent in academic communities, they are in-
clitd conservatism.

These facts and tendencies have led _certain persons in several of
the Eastern States to urge the creation of State oniye4sities as-the
logical culmination' of the State's educational enterprise, mid as the
only sure means of providing equal educational opportunities for all
citizens. One of these proposals has already been alluded to. (See
p. 39.) A second. perhaps of even greater interest, concerns the
foundation of a State university in Massachusetts.

Without reference to the rank and reputation of the privately en-
dowed institutions of Massachusetts, a mere statistical summary of
their number, enrollments, and financial resources'indicates that this
State is singularly well equipped with facilities fol' higher training.
In spite of this fact, however, the State board of education Was in,
structed to prepare for submission to the legislature .of 1915 a
plan for the establishment of a State university. Under these
instructions the board was allower no discretion. It consequently
submitted forms for two acts which might be made the basis of legis-
lation. The first provided for an initial appropriation of .$500,000
for the purpose Of acquiring grounds and buildings and organizing°
a teaching institution. The second provided for the annual appro-
priation of a scholarship fund. of $100.000 to be administered by the
board and to be used in'phying the tuition pf worthy young people at, .

existing institutions.
The board also suggested:

that as in alternative to a State wilversity established as an Institution offer-
ing' regular course of instruction, the Commonwealth might create and maintain

university of Massachusetts as a nnntenching organization, which should con-
Fist of a board of trustees authorized to eamint unli:ersity. extension courses
and correSpondeory courses,. to administer a system of State scholarships, to --
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promote the training of secondary school teachers and of school administrators
and supervisors, to provide for organized cooperation between higher institu-
tlons of lettining in Massnehosetts on the one hand and the State and municipal
departments on the other, and to secure proper urticulation of high scho41 and
college by organizing and putting Into effect plans whereby the above results

* play be secuml,through cooperation with existing colleges and unte/rsities.
Such a university should, at least at the outset. maintain no faculty. It

should be provides! with buildings and equipment necessary for the proper.con-
duct of its administrative work. If circumstances warranted. it might in time
be authorizol'to organize and maintain a permanent staff of lecturers for sub-
jects or courses not otherwise avallabli. It is believed that.the institutions of
higher education in Massachusetts-would cooperate with snch a university, and
it has lawn stated that there would be readiness to support, without expense
to the State, a certain number of extension courses.

.,

The committee of the legislature to which the matter was referred
reported that no legislation was necessary. The legislature, how-
ever, passed a very. importunt measure which looks in the general
direction of the board's proposals. This provided for the establish-
ment of a department of university extension under Iie direction a id
control of the board of education and appropriated $25,000 for
,maintenance during the year 1915.

The main provisions of the act are as follows-:
sEcnos 1. There is hereby estnblished a department of university extension

to be under the direction and control of the board of education. The head of
said department shall be appointed by the board of education, with the approval
of the governor and council, and his salary shall be fixed by Clue board with the

. approval of the governor and council. Ile may be removed nt any time by the
Said board of education,

. .

SEC. 2. The said department of university extension Is hereby authorized, to
cooperate with' existing institutions of learning in the establishment.and con-
duct of university extension and correspondence courses; to supervise the
administration of all extension and correspondence courses whiell are sup-
ported In whole or in part by State revenues; and also, where that is deemed .

advisable, to establish and conduct university extension and corre mdence(

courses forth., benefit of residents of Massachusetts: Prorided. Tha nothing
in this act shall be construed ns giving to the said department or to thV board' of education the control or direction of extensioh and correspimtlence Bourses
In agriculture or In subjects directly related thereto Aen these are adminis-
tered under the direction of the Massachusetts Agricultural College. The, said
department, subject to the approval. of the board of education, may employ
such agents. lecturers. Instructors, assistants and clerks, for whole or Part.
Ulm, as may be necessary for,proper compiliftwe with the yfrovisions of this
act. With the approval of the governor and council and of the board of edunk
non, it may. rent suitable oft ces.for the conduct of its work.

eSEC. IL The said department:for the purposes of such university extension o
correimonqnce courses, may, with the consent of the Proper city or town officiale Ppr school committees, use the school buildings or other public buildings and`,
groundli.Of any city or town within the Coninionwealth, and may also use normal
school buildings and grounds.and, with the consent of the boards or commission. \
In charge of the same, Sun other school -buildings as are owned or controlled
by. the Commonwealth. CIO and town officials and committees are hereby \
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IFcommittees nmy estalish: Provided. houTrer. That suet' use shall not 111-
ore or be inconsistent with the yse of said buildituN and grounois by the pak

schools of the city or town. Tk said 4lepartment t v also arrange for the use
of such other buildings, grounds, tool facilities as pkwe. to be necessary
fitr the conduct of. its work, and may expend lit rent I orefor such sums us may
from time to timelie.necessary.

, ,SEC. -I. The department of university extension is empowereu to nppomt al

State aolisory conned tool n'mo local advisory councils on university extension
and CI,ITPSIWIII4lenee eon ses, the functions of which shall be defined by the rules
null reguiatiuus of the board of education.

t
SFr. 6.. The said department is authorized to grant to students completing

courses of instruction provided for under this net suitable 'certifica tes us evi-
denee of profielency, in necordance with rules and regulations to be established
by the board Or education.

.....

ACADEMIC FREEDOM.

The issues implicit in the question of academic -freedom transcend
in importance all others. They concern not only the extent of the
legitimate powers of boards of trustees; they concern the integrity
of universities and the integrity of the. scholar's calling. They in-
vole more remotely the right of any established interest, ecclesias-
tical, economic, or popular, by reason of its prejudices and for the
sake .of its own advantage, to throttle free inquiry. They involve
ultimately, therefore, the whole principle of progress in the social
order. Unless that freedim of research, of teaching, and of public
utterance which every self4especting scholar 'claims.ns his inalien-,
able privilege is guaranteed, the university suffers ifaralysis in all
its members. Should the disease 'become general, the seriousness of
its effect upon the whole schenM of American education is not_easily
estimated. Hence much more is at stake in any particular instance
of the alleged infringement of academic freedom than (as has been
suggested) the " ferocious virtue " of an individual professor or
than the collective sensitiveness of a professional caste. .

In view of these considerations the recent seriesof such instances';
which has almost the appearance of an epidemic, deserve extended
discussion. The beginnings ok such a discussion will be fotind in the
chapter on higher education in the Annual Report of the Commis-
sioner of Education for 1915..(p. 157 et seq). Some -of the wider
implications of the questioiT of academic freedom were then men-
tioned. The reports of several committees appointed by various
associations...of-scholars to inwstigate. cases of disciplinary action
Visited by boards-of trustees on ppofessors accused of expressing un-
popular opinions were summarized. The formation of the American
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Association of University Professors and its inevitable peeoccupa-.%thief with this matter were noted
During the past year a series of reports dealing with other

cases of alleged breaches of academic freedom have emanated from
this association. The findings pf each of its committees of inquiry
are summed up in the following pages. By far the most significant
document published-by the association, however, is the report of the
general committee of 15 (mentioned in the commissioner's report,

,11)15, 0. 161) on academic freedom and academic tenure, submitted to
the association at its second annual meeting, .in December, 1915.Both the representative and responsible character of the association
which issues it and the eminence of the men whose signatures areattached would bespeak for the report in any event the careful,
consideration of university boards and executives. Its content,
moreover, is worthy of its authors and its sponsor. It constitutes
probably the most valuable contribution of the year to the discussionof educational policy. Although the pamphlet has already been
widely distributed by the Bureau of Education among those con-

Aerned with the direction of higher education, considerable excerptsfrom it are given 'here for the benefit of that still more extensive
public that is reached by these bulletins.

GENERAL REPORT OF THE COMMITCK ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM
AND ACADEMIC TENURE OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OFUNIVERSITY PROFESSORS.

The report is divided into two parts, the first a general declaration
of, Principles which it is hoped will promote a .claarer understanding
of the issues, and the second a group of practical proposalsi designed
at the same time to safeguardaeademic freedom and to protect uni-
versity executives and governing boards from unjust charges of itsinfringement.

It is pointed out in Part I that academic freedom, in so, far as it
concerns the teacher- .comprises three eledentstreedom of research,
freedom' of teaching within the institution, and freedom of extra-
mural utterance and notion.

The first of these Is almost everywhere 1,10 lfeguarded that tie dangers of Its
, infringeMent are slight. If may therefore he disregarded In this report. ..The

second and third phases of academic free(lom are closely related; mind are oftennot distinguished. The third, however, has an Importance of its own, since oft
late it Has perhaps more frequently been the occasion of di :Spates and contro-versies than has the question,of freedom pf intmacademicWeaching.

The committee is of the opinion, however, that the principles
which have to. do with the freedom of teaching are substantially the
angle whether intra-: or extra-moral activitiig are considered. It
therefore assumes that its declaration with respect to freedom of
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teaching within the university is applicable in the main to the ftee-
(loin of speech of university teachers outside their institutions.

The report ,distinguishes between two radically.different types of
institutions, the relatively rare proprietary schools designed for the
propagation of specific doctrines, religious or economic, and the ordi-
nary college or university not strictly bound to a propagandist duty.
The obligations of the board§ of trust of the former are plain, and in
such institutions the question of academic freedom can not properly
arise. There is. and in the nature of things can be, no genuine free-
dom in them. Such institutions are comparatively innocuous, be-
cause the badge of their servitude is generally not concealed. It
stadds as a "caveat emptor" to warn away every competent scholar
whose scientific conscience still functions. In case this revelation
of the institution's true purpose is not made, however ;1 manifestly J
should be made.

The nature of the. trust reposed in the governing boards of what
the report significantly calls " untrammeled institutions of learning"
is emphatically declared to be pUblie. Whether the institution be a
Static institution or a privately endowed institution appealing to the
general public for support and .patronage, " the trustees are trustees
for the public. * * * They can not be permitted to assume the
proprietary attitude and privilege * * *- they have n'S moral
right to bind the reason or the conscience of any professor." "This
elementary distinction between n-a private and a public trust is not yet
so universally accepted as it should be in our American institutions,"
but it is essential that it be recognized by governing boards.

The preservation of the dignity and independence of the'firofes-.
sorate is necessary not only to bring into the profession men of high
gifts and character, but also to insure the honest,performance of their
function of dealing with knowledge at first hand and reporting the
results without fear or favor.

The prdper discharge of this function requires farming other things) that the
university teacher shall he exempt from any pecuniary motive or inducement
to hold or to express any conclusion which is not the genuine and uncolored
product of his own study or that of fellow specialists. Indeed, the proper
fulfillment of the work of the professorate requires. that oar universities shall
he so free that no fair-minded person shall find any 9xcUse for'even a suspicion.
that the utterfinces of university teachers are shaped or restricted by the Judg-
ment, not of professional scholars, but of inexpert and possibly not wholly
disinterested persons outside of their ranks. The lay public is under no compul-
sion to accept or to net upon the opinions of the scientific experts whom,
through the universities, it employs. lidut it Is highly Graffiti, in the interest of
sdclety at large, that what puroorf to be theeonclusions of,men trained for and
dedicated to the quest for truth shall in fact be the conclusions of such men,
and not echoes of the opinions of the lay public of the individtmis who endow
or manage tiniversitiel. To. the degree that professional scholars, in the format
tin atid proamigationlot their opinions, are, or by the character of their tenure
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appear to tie,. subject to any motive other than their own scientific conscience
and a desire for the respect of their fellow experts, to that degree the university
teaching profession is corrupted ; its proper Influence upon public opinion isdiminished and vitiated; and society at large fails to get from Its scholars in
an unadulterated form the peculiar and necessary service which it is the office
of the professional scholar to furnish.

. The committee then takes up the relationship between university
trustees and members of university faculties.in what is probably the
most impWant pr1mouncement of the whole report. " The latter are
the appointees, but not in any sense the employees, of the former.
For, once appointed, the scholar has professional functions to per-
form in which the appointing authorities have neither competency
nor moral right to intervene. "' * So far,as the university teacher's
independence of thought and utterance is concernedthough not inh
other regardsthe relationship of professor to trustees may be com-
pared to that between judgesof the Federal courts and the Executive
who appoints them. University teachers should be understood to be,
with respect to the conclusions reached and expressed by them, no
more subject to the control of the trustees than are judges subject to
the control of the PROsident, with respect,to their decisions."

It is pointed out that in the earlier days of American universities
the chief and that
philosophy and the natural sciences were the subjects chiefly affected,
but that now the danger zone has been shifted to the social sciences.

The special dangers to freedom of teaching in the domain of the social sciencesare evidently two. The one which is the more likely to affectSthe privately
endowed colleges and universities is the danger of restrictions upon the expres-sion of opinions which point toward extensive social innovations, or call inquestion the moral legitimacy or social expediency of economic conditions orcommercial practices in which large vested Interests are involved. In the politi-cal, social, and economic field almost every question, no matter how large andgenertil it at first appears, is more or less affected with private or class interests;and, as the governing body of a university is naturally made up of mea whothrough their standing and Witty are personally interested in great privateenterprises, the points of possible conflict are numberless. When to this isadded the consideration that benefactors, as well as most of the parents whosend their children to privately endowed institutions, themselves belong to themore prosperous and therefore usually to the more eenservatiVe classes, It isapparent' that so long as effectual safeguards for herniate freedom are notestablished, there Is a real danger that pressure from vested interests may,.scaue-times deliberately and sometimes unconsciously, sometimes openly nnd sometimessubtly and In obscure ways, be brought to bear upon academic attkhoritios.On the other hand, In our State universities the (Ringer may the.revcrse:Where the university is dependent for funds upon legislative !aver It has some-Urines happened that the conduct of the -InStitntion 1ms been affected by politicaland where there is a definlie goiernmental poney or a strongpublic,feeling omeconomic, sects!, or political questions, the menace to academic.freedom may consist in the repression of opinibna that in the particular pokiestaltpation are (learned: aitraconaerv.ative-rather than ultritradical.
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Although the fact is not generally 'recognized, "the existence in a
democracy of an overwhelming and concentrated public opinion"
may also constitute a serious obstacle to the real liberty .of the indi-
vidual. "An inviolable refuge from such tyranny should be found
in the university. It should be an intellectual experiment, station,
where new ideas may germinate and where their fruit, though still
distasteful to the community as a whole, may be allowed to ripen
until finally, perchance, it may become a part of the accepted intel-
lectual food of the Naticin or of the world."

It is not, however, the purpose of the report to imply that the ,

university teacher is to be subject to no restraints whatever. "The
liberty of the scholar within the university to set forth his conclu-
sions, be they what they May, is conditioned by their being conclu-
sions gained by the sclilar's method and held in a scholar's spirit;
that is to say, they must be the/ruits of competent and patient and.
sincere inquiry, and they should be get forth with dignity, courtesy,
and temperateness of language. ". Departures from the requirements
of the scientific spirit and method should .be juSged by members of
the academic profession itself and not by outsiders. The means 'for
providing such judicial action by representatives of the piofession
are discussed among the practical proposals.

Part II proposes four measures to be adopted by universities with a
view to preserving academic freedom; protecting gAverning boards
themselves, and bringing into the academic profession men of ability
and strong personality. They are, reduced to lowest terms:

I. Action by faculty committees on reappointments.
2. Definition of to of office, in order that there May.be at every. institu-

tion "an unequivocal understanding as to the term of appointment; and the
tenure of professorships and associate professorships, and all positions above
the grade of instructor after 30 years of service. should be permanent (subject
to provisions hereinafter given for removal upon charges),"

. 3. Formulation of grounds for dismissal.
4. Judicial hearings before dismissal. "Every university or college teacher

should be entitled, before dismissal or demotion, to have the charges. against
him stated In writing in specific terms and to have a fair trial on those charges
before a special or permanent judicial committee chosen by the faculty senate
or council, or by the faculty at large."

This important report was signed by 13 of the committee of 15 (2
having resigned during the progress of the committee's delibera-
tions), as follows:

Edwin R. A. Seligman. ehnirman, Columbia University; Charles E. Bennett,
Cornell University; James Q. Dealey, Brown University ; Richard T. Ely, UM-
verilty of Wisconsin; Henry W. Farman, Yale University ; Frank A. Fetter;

K
ve

Princeton Univesity ; Franklin H. Qilhlings, Columbia University; C:ples A.
Kofoid, University of CalifOrnin ; Arthur O. Lovejoy. Johns Hopkins U rsity;'Frederick W. Padelford, University of Washington; Roscoe. Po*, Harvard

,Uairermity ; Howard C. Whrren, Princeton University ; Ulyne.iel, Weatherly,
,University of Indiana. 1-
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REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES OF INQUIRY OF THE AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS.

Special committees to investigate alleged infringements of aca-
demic freedom at the University of Utah, the University of Montana,
the University of Colorado, and the University of Pennsylvania
were appointed during the first year of the association's existence.
The report on conditions at the University of Utah was published in
July, 1915, and was discussed in the preceding issue of this docu-
ment (see Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1915, p. 161
et seq.). At a meeting of the association in December, 1915, the
reports of the committees on the incidents at the universities of
Colorado and Pennsylvania were submitted, together with a sum-
mary report of the general committee on academic freedom and aca-
demic tenure on the case of Prof. Willard C. Fisher, of Wesleyan
University, a case referred to the general committee by an earlier
committee of nine from the American Economic Association, the
American Political Science Association. and the American Sociologi-
cal Society. (See Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1915,
p. 160 et seq.) All three of these reports have since been published
by the association.' The capacity of the association to deal with
matters affecting the welfare of its own members in a judicial man-
ner, without restraint, iffid with perfect fairness toward all concerned
is conspicuously demonstrated in these documents. Moreover, its
findings and suggestions have already helped to bring about at two
institutions radical revisions of the kegulations relating to profes-
sorial tenure.

THE COLORADO CASE.

In June, 1915, Prof. James H. Brewster, who had been a teacher
of law at.,the. University of Colorado during the year 1914-15, and
who failed of reappointment at the end of the year, charged that

," this failure to reappoint, in view of the admission of the president
of the university that Mr. Brewster had performed his teaching
duties with 'eminent satisfaction,' was practically a dismissal c' and
that `the only causes for this dismissal are the facts that I testified
to the truth before the Commission on Industrial Relations (Dec. 7
and 8, 1914), and that I appeared as counsel for the Miners' IThion
before a congressional committee in February and March, 1914 ' ".
He further charged that on May -7, 1915, President Farrand, upon
being shoWn a telegram from the chairman of the Commission en
Industrial Relations requesting Mr. Brewster to comertn Washington
to testify again before the commission, stated that " it he complied

I The committee of Inquiry on the Montana ease was not ready to re ort at the Decem-ber meeting. It was authorized to lay its report when finished before the *uoclation inprint.
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with Chairman Walsh's request his connecti6n with the university
must cease at oncethat is, before the expiration of the then current
university session." In an open letter President Farrand denied both
charges and shortly thereafter requested the American Association
of University Professors to investigate the case. A summary of the
committee's findings, somewhat abridged, follows:

The reason actuating the authorities of the University of Colorado ,
in not reappointing Prof. Brewster was not, as charged, Prof.
Brewster's testimony before the United 'States Commission on Industrial
Relations nor his utterances or opinions on-Industrial questions in Colorado.
On the contrary, the committee is satisfied on the evidence that the university
authorities had in mind, prior to the original appointment of Mr. Brewster,
a plan for the reconstruction of the law faculty ; that [Ins] appoint-
ment was not intended to be renewed or extended beyond the time
when payment of a certttinl bequest should make the reconstruction possible;
and that this contingency occurred in the spring of 1915.

The evidence does not sustain the charge Mt President Farrell(' threatened
Prof. Brewster, in the conversation of May 7. 1915. with dismissal.
on the contrary, the evidence distinctly indicates the improbability
that such a threat was made.

These findings involve the exoneration of the authorities of the University
of Colorado from any charge of infringement of academic freedom, in their-
action with respect to Prof. Brewster: The implied intimation of President
Farrand In the conversation of May 7 that peCtuanent members of the Colorado
faculty, do not in his opinion have full liberty in the performance of civic
duties, while deplorable; was. purely inferential and apparently unconscious.

a it appears reasonable to assume that the true attitude of President
Farrand was expressed in December, 1914. When actually called upon by the
governor of the State to commit an infringement of academic freedom, under
circumstances that would have clouded the vision of an executive who might
be inclined to put the immediate wants of his institution above principles of
more remote value, we find President Fnrrand firmly acting for the ultimate
welfare of the university. and asserting the principle Abet the conscientious
ntteranees of n university professor in the perforthance of his duties Imposed
upon him as a citizen may not be- called in question by the administrative
authorities of the institution with which be Is professionally connected.

The committee points out in conclusion that a rule requiring that
teachers whose terms are about to expire should receive definite no-
tice not later than three months before the end of the academic year
'whether their appointment is to_he renewed would have lived both
the university and Mr. Brewster embarrassment and possible injury.

THE WESLEYAN CASE.

The summary report of the committee of fifteen on the resignation, at
the request of the president, of Prof. Fisher, of Wesleyan University,
in 1913, was, in view of the length of time which has elapsed since
the case was first-publicly discussed, "limited to -a statement of the
position, taken on each of the three questions of major importance."..
The report says in part:
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1. According to correspondence that passed between President Shank lin and
Prof. Fisher the ostensible ground upon which his resignation was called for
was an utterance incidentally made by Prof. Fisher in an address, not intended
for publication, before a men's literary 'club at Hartford, Conn. In this ad-
dress 1:ertain opinions regarding church going and Sunday observance were ex-
pressed. The committee is of the opinion that the ground upon which Prof.
Fisher's removal was officially based was inadequate. "

.2. If the ostensible ground of Prof. Fisher's dismissal was no$11,0e real ground,
if-it was made an occasion for dismissing a man-objectionaide to president or
trustees or benefactors of the university for reasons other than the one alleged,
this committee regards the procedure as objectionable.

If such a method of college gi)vernment goes unchallenged as a precedent,
Were can he no guaranty of ordinary personal liberty in thought and expression
or of security of tenure for any scientific or economic teacher, We can not too
earnestly insist that the dismissal of a college or university professor should
be accompanied by a frank and straightforward statelnent of the actual reasonstherefor and by full opportunity for inquiry by all legitimately interested par-ties.

3. The committee regrets that Prof. Fisher so readily tendered his resignation
upon the demand of President Shanklin, basedAos that demon,' officially was,
Upon manifestly insufficient and inadmissible grnils. The clamnittee expresses
the hope that in future both professors and university administrative laultori-
ties will realize, and in their notions acknowledge, the import:L/1P of full inves-
tigation. with ultimate publicity in view, of every case of dismissal or enforced
resignation in which the question of academic freedom may he raised.

THE NEARING CASE.

Probablyno other case of the alleged infringement of academic
freedom has attracted such widespread interest and has given rise to
such prolonged and heated controversy in the public prints as has
the case of Prof. Scott Nearing, whose appointment as assistant pro-
fessor of economies at the University of Pennsylvania was, contrary
to all expectation and precedent, not renewed in the spring of 1915.
The facts, as far as they were then obtainable, were stated in the
commissioner's report for 1915, page le)ii et seq. The commonly as-
sumed cause of Dr. Nearing's virtual dismissal .and the attitude of
various members of the university board 'of trustees and of groups of
alumni toward the, questions at issue were also indicated! A Very

'brief summary of the findings of the committeeuf inquiry of the
American Association of University Professors therefore is sufficient
to coniplete, for the purposes of these reports, the record of this
dent. This summary follows:

I. As to the procedure followed by the board of trustees in its action With
.e reference to this member of the university faculty, the following .factif are!established :

.1. The position held by Dr. Nearing was one carrying a definite presumi lion
of reappointment in case of satisfactory service.. "-

2.-lt was .duly made known.to the board of trustees by the prime t, of
economics and by the. dean of the Wharton School that Dr. Nearing's se rice
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was regarded as satisfactory ; and he was expressly recommended for reap-
intMent. The board was also informed by the dean that thls Jecommenda-

tion had the substantial support of the Wharton School faculty.
3. This recommendation of the qualifle4 representatives of the educational

staff of- the Wharton School was rejected by the board of trustees on June 14
xvitbout further consultation with those representatives, without reference of
the case for judicial inquiry to any faculty committee, and foriginally) without
assignment of reason.

.1. The board's own action on June 14 was not judicial in character. No
opportunity for a hearing upon the charges or criticisms made against him was
afforded Dr. Nearing; nor did the board conduct any inquiry on Its own
account to ascertain whether the persons outside the university, by whose
criticisms the board declares its action to have been determined, had been
correctly informed as to Dr. Nearing's ,utterances or had correctly understood
them, or whether their criticisms were, in fact, justified by the authentic
language of the utterances in question.

The committee holds that such procedure provides no proper safeguard for
academic freedom; that it gives the individual academic teacher no adequate
security against substantial injustice; and that it secures to the faculty or its
representatives no sufficient voice In ,relation to questions of reappointment
and removal.

II. As to the grounds or causes of the action of the board of trustees in
refusing Dr. Nearing reappointment. the two following facts are established
and appear to the committee decisive:

1. The only statement of reasons which the board ns a whole has officially
given declares this action to have been made necessary by the attitude taken ,
toward Dr. Nearing by persons outside the board, including some who knew
him only by his public utterances.

2. The most important representatives of such an attitude of disapproval
and antagonism toward lir. Nearing were a group of alumni of conservative.
views, whose ,criticisms had been repeatedly voiced in the Alumni Register
and in the reports of the alumni committee on the Wharton School. The ob-
jections of these as of certain other known critics of Dr. Nearing were ex-
pressly based, at least In part, upon the character of his economic opinions
anti the content of his utterances upon social questions.

The -committee Is accordingly compelled to conclude that at 'least a con-
tributory cause of Dr. Nearing's removal Ives the opposition of certain persons
outside the university to the views, upon qpestlons within his own field of
study, expressed by him in his extra-mural addresses.

_It concludes:
Removal .or refusal of appointment wholly or pdrtly upon such a ground,

without Judicial inquiry by any committee of fellow economists or other
scholars, the ionnuittee can only regard* as an infringement of academic
freedom.

THE NEW STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

This incident, otherwise regrettable, has apparently led the trustees
of the University of Pennsylvania to alter the regulations previously
in force' with regard to the tenure of teaching positions and the pro-
cedure in the dismissal of professors. Indeed, evidence is not want-
ing that the activities of the Association of University Professors
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may have had influence. in the decision of the board to take this step.
Although the new regulations do not coincide with the association's
"practical proposals" (see p. 55)in fact, were adopted before the
association's committee made its reportnevertheless they represent
a conscientious effort to attain substantially the same ends. In vie,
of their very great significance in the evolution of a just and efficient
method of university government in the United States, these new
statutes are given here with only slight abridgment.

(1) There shall be four grades in the teaching staff : (a) Prof4sor; (b)assistant professor; (e) instructor; (d) assistant.
t21 Before any reappointments or promotions of members of the temiling

staff shall be made, the trustees shall request the group of instruction of whhlithe appointee is, or is to becouie, a member to make a recommendation. The
recommendation shall be given careful consideration by the trustees. and, if
approved by the provost and the board of trustees. shall be followed. In theevent of the nonapproval of any such recommendation, or in the event that norecommendation shall be made. the provost and the board of trustees shall
proceed to make such reappointments or promotions ns--thestr judgment ap-proves. In all cases.in which the boujd of trustees shall feel it to the interest
of the university, they 'shall in like manlier request the advice of the propergroup of instruction in reference to original appointments.

(3) A professor shall be appointed for an- indefinite- term.
(4) An agNistant 'professor shall receive a first -appointment for a term ofthree years. Subsequent reappointments shall be for the terms of five yearseach.
(5) Instructors and assistants shall be appointed for:a term of one year.
(6) The foregoing appointments shall respectively cease at the expiration of

the several terms mentioned, unless notice of renewal shall have ban given bythe provost In writing, in case of instructors and.assistants, not later than thefirSt day of April preceding the expiration of the academic year for which the
appointMent was made, and JA the case of an assistant profe4sor, at least apeacademic year before the expiration of the term for which the appointment orreappointment was.made. In the, event of a decision by the trustees not to
continue an appointment or reappointment of an assistant professor. or to re-move the professor or assistant professor as hereinafter provided in paragraph 7,
leave of absence may be given to such professor or assistant professor by the\ trustees for one year with full Salary. All appointments are subject to the
regulation covering the retiring age.

(7) A professor WWI be removed, an assistant professor removed or refusedreappointment by the board of dusters, only after a conference between acommittee Consisting of one representatite from each of the faculties in the
university (such representative being chosen by the faculty of which the repre-sentative is a member), and a committee of equal number from the board of
trustees, at which conference the provost shot' preside, and upon a report of
such Conference to the ifoard.of trustees) fair consideration and action by diem:

O
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